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Welcome to the first issue of AZ Skin magazine!
Hello there, my name is Dax and we have known each other for the
last eight years while I held the reins as art director and editor of the
big monster that was Playtime Magazine. During my tenure, I strived
to provide consenting, open minded adults with ALL the entertainment
options the valley had to offer them. Due largely to support from the
adult community, I have since moved on and have started my own
publication, but my mission has not changed. I want to make sure that
any fun loving adult has a chance to see everything that is hip and sexy
in Arizona, from the out of the place resort specializing in swing clientele
to the thriving valley night club, strip club and music scenes. If you enjoy
doing it, then we are going to put it in our pages.
Speaking of everything hip and sexy in Arizona, we are pleased to be
featuring the local lovelies who dance in your clubs along with a few
special friends from the screen and web mixed in for fun. We also
have some very cool and interesting articles to entertain you between
the very hot All-Nude model layouts. Everyone has a favorite club; we
present all the adult clubs, social clubs and more in your area so you
guys know where to find the place just for you. Along with this valuable
information, we are giving you some insight into the inner circle of the
adult scene and be presenting you with articles both thought provoking
and enlightening. Of course we can’t resist adding in the insane and
hysterical. Whatever you may be searching for, we will make sure to
point you, our soon to be loyal reader, in the right direction.
Since this is our first issue, I thought we would do something
special and give you an exclusive look at rising porn starlett Madison
Scott (madisonscott.com), who comes to us courtesy of superstar
photographer, Buzz Aziani and aziani.com. Special series writer Nichole
Italiano will be giving you an exclusive look into the realities of the sex
and rock n roll lifestyle. It is definitely an article that can’t be missed.
Our entertainment writers Suavo Sven, Jaime en Fuego, The Mistaken
Genius and Del the Prophet will be giving us insight into what it takes
to break into the wild world of rock n roll and showing us what’s new
in entertainment. We also have wonderful monthly articles like “Man
Rules” and “Sexxxy Stories from the Desert” that will entertain, and
articles from local sexual educators Ina Laughing Winds and Dr. Susan
May, that will educate and inform. All this brain food, sex, and mindless
entertainment on the pages of AZ Skin Magazine; you’re welcome, now
sit down, kick back and enjoy.
I want to thank my writers, sales people, and photographers for helping
me create this book and the many more to come. Without them none
of this would be possible. Thanks guys.
Until Next Month,
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Wild
World NEWS
THE

WIERD & FUNNY NEWS FROM THE WORLD WIDE WEB

TWO LOCAL Guys Caged
in Bestiality / Zoophilia Sting

Officials in Arizona say an online animal sex sting netted two suspects. Why there was even a need
for a bestiality sting in the first place is beyond this writers understanding. There must be a lot of
lonely women and a lot of nervous dogs out there in the concrete jungle.
Our first prize winner was, Keith Kiefer, who was allegedly searching the web for a little “Worship”
when he asked for photos of dog genitalia from an undercover source. When asked after his arrest
why he did it, he said simply told police that he “liked them very much.” And this was apparently
just the beginning.

Feeling that animal magnetism
Keith Kiefer

Patrick S. Trejo

Police also arrested, Patrick Stephen Trejo, in a separate incident. Trejo, a 25-year-old music teacher
at an Arizona middle school, allegedly wrote on a Craig’sList listing that he was looking for some “K-9
play,” he followed that statement by writing “Hit me up if you have a pup to play with”. The police
promptly hit him up with an arrest. What hey need is a good lap dance.

What College
Tuition

REALLY

Pays For...
Now this is a class I can get behind! In February, controversial
Northwestern University Professor of Psychology, John
Michael Bailey invited students from his human sexuality class
to observe a naked female non-student being stimulated with
sex toy on stage. The session was billed as a question-andanswer session about fetishes with a special demonstration
at the end. Students were warned of the nature of the class
several times before the event actually took place, and some
walked out before the demonstration.
A local NBC affiliate, WMAQ reported that about 120
students attended the demonstration, which was also
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sponsored by Chicago sex tour guide Ken Melvoin-Berg,
according to the Northwestern Daily student newspaper. Many
students left before the demonstration actually occurred but
many stayed the duration. Many there believed that as long
there has been a proper warning, people that stay, shouldn’t
be offended. The professor and administrators have come to
the defense of the after school class.
“I think that these after-class events are quite valuable,”
Professor Bailey said in a recording of last Wednesday’s
lecture. “Why? One reason is that I think it helps us
understand sexual diversity.” He went on to say, “Sticks and
stones may break your bones, but watching naked people on
stage doing pleasurable things will never hurt you,” he said.
Northwestern’s Dean of Students, Burgwell Howard was
quoted as saying that while he’s “somewhat surprised”
by the demonstration, it most likely “falls within the broad
range of academic freedoms — whether one approves or
disapproves.”
Bailey’s class is a popular one at Northwestern, attracting
as many as 622 students this semester. Many afterclass panels such as this one are offered as educational
addendums to his class

WILD WORLD NEWS
“It would be an understatement to say that we were thrilled to uncover these
results,” said lead researcher and project coordinator Dr. Thad Chadwatcher.
“Based on this current research, any average white collar male who, in the
past worried about their workplace porn viewing, can now rest easy as such
actions will surely be seen by upper management as a career-enhancing
activity.” According to Dr. Chadwatcher, the seemingly surprising results
of his research may be less counter-intuitive than initially believed when
one considers that Alpha males, who typically have risen up the corporate
ladder faster than others, are also usually much more sexually active than
their sexless cubicle co-dwellers due to elevated testosterone levels.

Watch More Porn at Work
and Become Successful!
A incredibly controversial new study out of Washington DC recently released
by researchers from the Advanced Institute of Management Studies (AIMS)
reportedly purports to show that men who surf internet porn at the office are
up to 69 percent more likely to be promoted to a management position when
compared to men who refrain from such activities. In another surprising
discovery based on the same research, scientists reported that as many as
6.9 percent of male white collar employees spend at least two hours per day
viewing pornography on any given work day, with Wednesday being the day
of peak porn viewing activity. Adds new meaning to the name ‘Hump” day.

“If you think about it logically, it makes perfect sense to promote the
heaviest porn users, as they are already going to have the qualities and
leadership skills necessary to drive a business forward,” he explained.”
It could also be a factor in why so many politicians, police and others in
leadership positions are so often caught up in sex scandals, as they also tend
to surrender critical thinking skills to their penis. I think it is about time that
we recognize the power that sex plays inside the office, and start to reward
those who follow their natural instincts at the office”.
Dr. Chadwatcher went on to say, “Only then will we get the
business leadership that we need to sustain the economy, without
all of the politically correct sexual oppression that exists today.” But
why stop there? Men and women should be allowed to express all
of their fetishes at work. Instead of a break room there should be
the bondage room and the extra marital affairs room and don’t forget
the dirty clown room. Oh yeah they call that last one the board room.

Topless Feminists Protest New Zealand
Rock Station’s Contest-for-Win-A-Wife
Only the crazy Kiwis could come up with this one. New Zealand’s top radio station The Rock FM gave
listeners the chance to win a 12-night holiday in the Ukraine with travel, lodging, spending money, and a
wife from a bride agency. The competition closed a bit ago and soon a group of women from euro feminist
campaign group Femen, which opposes sex tours in the Ukraine, stripped off their tops to express their
outrage. Their logic, to some, might seem a little misguided, since if there is one thing more likely to
attract travelers to come and enjoy the sex-tourism trade in the Ukraine, is a bunch of cute topless women
posing on the streets. Braving the bitterly cold weather, the nine women stood stoically outside Kiev’s
central marriage registration facility waving banners that read ‘Ukraine is not a brothel’ and ‘no bride for
the Wildman’.
.
Defending the station, The Rock FM program director, Brad King, told the national press that the
competition was really just ‘a bit of a laugh’. This latest action by Femen is just one in a group of protests
that involved their members baring the flesh.

Really? to Fill Your Brain

HERE’S SOME USELESS INFORMATION

More Monopoly money is printed yearly than real
money throughout the world.

A cockroach can live nine days without its head
before it starves to death.

Penguins are not found in the North Pole

A whip makes a cracking sound because its tip
moves faster than the speed of sound.

People photocopying their buttocks are the cause of
23% of all photocopier errors worldwide.
A dentist invented the Electric Chair.
Percentage of Africa that is wilderness: 28%
Percentage of North America that is wilderness: 38%

About 100 people choke to death on ballpoint pens
each year.
About a third of all Americans flush the toilet while
they’re still sitting on it.
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MAN
RULES:
Words for REAL MEN to Live By

Wedding Rules

Spring is in the air, and as much as we hate it, it is (ugh),”wedding season”. No
matter how you shake it, as we get older, more and more of our loyal brethren
are dropping like flies in the summer heat. As much as a guy hates being the
groom, being the dude who just gets invited to a wedding is hell. However,
just because you would rather be in a cool dank bar somewhere watching the
Diamondbacks waste another wonderful spring day in the sun than watch your
buddy put the chain on his ankle, doesn’t mean you can’t use this opportunity to
score major points with the opposite sex. Women everywhere are searching for
that “trophy” date that they can take to the big show. This is also the springtime,
our lovely quarry are feeling the air and this is one of the best times of the year
to score some strange. So this month I am giving you some man rules that may
help you though these situations. We are ignoring Bachelor Party Protocol right
now. That is a big story for another article.

Basic Rules
• Be confident, no matter what you look like.But don’t be a Dick.
• Be NICE to the Bride or Groom even if you don’t like them
• Don’t hit on everyone at the event. Have some standards.
• Remember, some girls look 18 but aren’t, so be sure you
know how old that hot girl you met is.
• Bring at least a card with cash if not more as a gift.
Never show up empty handed.
• Even if it is an Open Bar (woo hoo!), Tip the Bartenders
• Be respectful of the Bride and Grooms Religious views
and practices.
• Try to enjoy yourself; don’t mourn openly for your friend.
• When you toast the bride and groom, make it short,
poignant and from the heart.
Adapt to the situation no matter what kind of wedding. Vegas or the Catholic
Church, all weddings have some things in common you should follow.

GOIN STAG:
Even though it isn’t your wedding (lucky), make sure you always
dress with some style.
Women spend a lot of time getting ready for these events; you should also look
the part. All the young women and MILF’s will be sizing up the single guys, so
you want to be the smoothest Alpha male at the party.
Never drink too much before you go.*
Even if the bachelor party just finished a scant few hours before the wedding,
take the thong off your face, straighten up and grab a cup of joe. You will not
meet any sexy hot phillies smelling like Smirnoff and love juice. If your buddy is
getting married, then help him up, he will need it. If you carry the groom to the
wedding you get bonus points for saving the wedding.
* If ALL the dudes who show up and know the groom are all trashed, then it
is OK since you now look like one of the gang, and a little bad ass, so you can
get props from the bad girls. But you ALL have to be messed up for it to work.
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NEVER DRINK TOO MUCH AT THE WEDDING!!!
Never get trashed at a wedding. It is OK for the ladies to do this. But a guy looks
like a fool who can’t hold his mud. Remember, you are at an event with multiple
generations and kids, Man UP and behave yourself. You can change your head,
just don’t lose it.
Dance you Fool!
When it comes to dancing you have two different choices and you can still look
cool. If you can cut a rug, this is the best place for it. You get a lot of looks from
the ladies, your friends will cheer you on, and you score points with the family.
However if you dance like your legs are covered in honey and your pants are full
of ants then you may do better just hovering around the dance floor, sipping your
whiskey and mocking the dudes who didn’t follow the rule above. This method
will most likely attract the more jaded and cynical women, but you will both have
something to laugh at before you sneak off to the coat room.
Sneaking Off for Nookie!
First off, don’t really sneak off to the coat room. If you leave your product on my
expensive leather coat, I am going to find you and kick your ass. Second, have
some discretion and you will have a second chance later on. You have to pick
a place that is both private, and gives you a chance at being caught; otherwise
what’s the point of doing it at a wedding? The restrooms are good, a random
hotel nook or phone booth, or best yet, your SUV in the parking lot is a ready
made love shack. However, if you want to come off as a gentleman, then stop
her at the kiss or hand-job and save it for a later time by telling her you respect
her too much to do this in a place like this. She will respect you and maintain her
own self respect and you will look like an angel. Of course, if the shindig is in a
hotel, she is hot for you NOW and there is no chance of a repeat, pop for a room
and take it upstairs. Better yet, get the room in advance.

GOIN WITH YOUR GIRL
Don’t Match Your Outfits.
If she tells you how she is dressing, she wants you to match with her,
sometimes they will just demand it. Matching your outfit with your girl shows
wedding guests two things. One, you two are an item and you are unavailable
for mating. Two, it shows your friends you belong to her causing them to call
your masculinity into question. Solve both problems by wearing a nice Black or
Blue Suit with white shirt and black or blue tie. Keep it simple, then just put in a
handkerchief or flower on your lapel that matches her outfit. The suit demands
respect while the colored flower or kerchief implies loyalty to your girl.
NEVER DRINK TOO MUCH AT THE WEDDING!!!
There are too many temptations at a wedding for a guy in a relationship; other
women find you more attractive since you are with someone and confident, and
some just want you because you are unavailable. The last thing you want to do
is wander off with some other girl or worse, your girlfriend’s sister or relative.
You also don’t want to do anything to make a fool of yourself, so getting drunk
and telling her mom how you really feel about her is not a good thing. Just
temper yourself.
Dance you Fool!
Feel free to enjoy yourself, let your freak flag fly! You aren’t trying to impress
anyone, you have a date. You may actually score more points with the girls at
the party because you don’t seem to care. Just don’t dirty dance with grandma.
Don’t Fight at Someone’s Wedding
It is really un-cool for a guy to fight with his girlfriend or wife at a wedding. It is
bad juju for the wedding party and just plain bad form. Take it outside or better
yet, just save it for the car ride home.
Remember, weddings don’t last all day, if you pace yourself and survive; you can
catch up on your games at home with a cold beer and Sportcenter before you
know it. If you are single and play your cards right, you may be able to meet up
with your new girl later after the wedding, or even offer to take her home and
make some sparks of your own. No matter, remember that it is your friend’s
wedding and the number one rule to follow is to make sure to congratulate them
and wish them the best.

the SPORTS PAGE

THIS MONTH DEL READS THE TEA LEAVES,

NBA

CONSULTS WITH THE SPIRITS AND GIVES YOU HIS

2011
POST SEASON

PREDICTIONS
B Y D EL T H E P R OP H E T

Welcome to the inaugural edition of the Sports Page, a
section devoted to all things sporting. This month we are
going to make YOU believe we know the future of sports.
We are putting our amazing brain power to use to deliver
to you our prognostications for the NBA postseason. The
2010-2011 regular season was chock full of moves, trades,
and excitement, with plenty of questions left to answer. Has
the balance of power shifted to the East with resurgence of
the Miami Heat and the New York Knicks? Are the Spurs
once again the team to beat? How meaningless is Kevin
Love’s double-double streak on a team as terrible as the
Timberwolves were this season? Will Kobe ever pass the ball?
These questions have gone unanswered…until now.

THE WILD WEST
Heading into the end of the season, the playoff picture in the West is still up
in the air. The final five playoff spots are separated by less than five games.
Starting with the number eight team, the Memphis Grizzlies will maintain
their playoff spot after winning some crucial games against the West’s top
teams. Before the playoffs start, The Grizz will host a clinic on being clutch
and invite the entire Miami Heat organization. Next in is the Denver Nuggets
at number seven despite losing stars Carmello Anthony and Chauncey
Billups. At the sixth seed (we can all breathe easy..) is our beloved Phoenix
Suns. Behind some big plays by newcomers Warrick, Pietrus, and my man
Gortat, the Suns make a push and a statement by moving in from the outside
looking in all the way to spot number six. The fifth seed is the scrappy
Portland Trailblazers, who constantly bring one scary thought to mind: How
destructive would they be now with Kevin Durant in their lineup instead of
the lame horse, Greg Oden? The world will never know. Speaking of Durant,
his surging OKC Thunder will be in the playoffs at their highest seed since
moving from Seattle with spot number four. Coming in next at three is
the Dallas Mavericks, who have quietly dominated the league this season.
NBA champs the Los Angeles Lakers come in at spot number two with very
little concern for their regular season record. In what could possibly be Phil
Jackson’s last season, the Zen master will undoubtedly have the Lake Show
ready for the playoffs. And at number one, as much as it pains me to say it,
is the San Antonio Spurs. The dirty Spurs still find a way to win and will end
the season with best record in the NBA.
The Spurs have continued to be the craftiest team in the league, and one
of the hardest outs in the playoffs. The Grizzlies will come strong and they
may take the Spurs to the limit, but it won’t be enough. The Spurs will
advance and take on the winner of OKC vs. Portland. Although the Thunder
have made some noise this season, it will be the Blazers, behind the play
of MVP candidate LaMarcus Aldridge and All Star Brandon Roy, that come
out on top. The match of the three versus six seed is like a match of my
heart versus my brain. As much as I would like to say the Suns advance,
the Mavericks seem like they are just too strong. Between the additions of
Peja’s three-point shooting and the interior defense of Tyson Chandler, the
Mavs will end up taking out the hometown heroes in round one. Sucking
it up and moving on, the last matchup is the L.A. Lakers vs. the Denver
Nuggets. The Nuggets proved they can win without Mello, but without his
play and no Big Shot in the playoffs, the Lakers will steamroll the Nugs.
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THE BEASTS OF THE EAST
The Eastern Conference is big again, with some of the top teams of
yesterday rising from the ashes. The Heat, Bulls, Magic and Knicks have
all acquired top tier talent, making the East playoffs definitively more
competitive than they have been in the past five years. The final spot
will be a battle, but based on the talented shooting of Danny Granger we
believe that the Pacers will be in. Nabbing the seventh seed is Doug Collins’
Philadelphia 76ers, who have a new winning attitude and playing style since
the coach came aboard. The Atlanta Hawks will come in next at number six.
The Hawks have done very little to improve their squad since their playoff
run came to an abrupt halt last season. At number five is the new-look New
York Knicks. Oh Amare…how we miss you. The Knicks may not be deep, but
they are still a force to reckoned with. Limping in at number four is the Miami
Heat, who have many things to still figure out before the playoffs start. The
talent is abundant in South Beach, but is it the right combination? Number
three belongs to the Orlando Magic behind MVP candidate Dwight Howard.
The Magic have made some moves this season, but much like their fellow
Florida team, the question arises if the moves were the right ones. Coming
in at the number two seed is the very dangerous Chicago Bulls. We have
discussed some of the MVP candidates, but they were just that: candidates.
Hands down, Derrick Rose will win the MVP. Last but certainly not least is
the number one seed, the Boston Celtics.
The Celtics are getting older and their opportunities to be the most dominant
team in the East may be slipping away. But make no mistakes about it: they
will still have their way with the meager Pacers in round one. The Celtics
will move on to take on the winner of the most intriguing matchup in all of
round 1, Knicks vs. Heat. This rivalry has been renewed and actually means
something once again. SPOILER ALERT: This matchup will bring the Heat
and their fans back down to Earth from Planet Lebron as the Knicks with
Billups’ championship experience take out the one-time uncrowned champs
of the NBA in the first round. On the bottom half of the East coast matchups,
the Magic should be able to eliminate the Hawks with little to no trouble,
and Chicago may have their hands full with Andre Igoudala and the 76ers
but it won’t be anything that they can’t handle. Chicago and Orlando both
advance to the 2nd round.

THE ROAD TO THE FINALS
The Western and Eastern semi-finals will both have some fireworks but few
surprises. The Spurs should be able to use their basketball IQ, or cheating as
I like to call it, and the play of Moon Valley product Richard Jefferson to move
past the athletic Blazers and make it to the Western Conference Finals.
As for their opponent, it won’t be easy, but the Lakers should be able to
advance past the deadly Mavericks in 7 games. In the east, New Yorkers and
Bostonians will once again have a chance to hate each other as the Knicks
take on the Celtics. The Knicks may be back, but it won’t be enough yet to
knock off the Shamrocks. The Celtics advance. They will match up with the
winner of Orlando against Chicago. Orlando has the size and experience,
but the Bulls have something no one else has…MVP-to-Be Derrick Rose. In
what some will say is a surprise, Rose will lead the upstart Bulls to victory
and the Eastern Conference championship.
In the conference finals, both series should go the distance. As much as they
may try, the Spurs will not be able to make it past the champs. The Lakers
will advance to take on your winner of the Eastern Conference: the Chicago
Bulls. You heard it here first (unless you live in Chicago). Goodbye Boston.
The Bulls, with the addition of an interior defensive presence like Carlos
Boozer, will now have what it takes to make it over the hump and back into
the championship round that they called home during the 90’s.
The finals will be an epic battle between Kobe’s Lakers and Rose’s Bulls.
Both teams will bring their A game, but the championship experience of
the Lakers will be too much for the Baby Bulls. The Los Angeles Lakers will
finish the three-peat and capture their third consecutive NBA title.
The NBA future has now been revealed to you. Go forth and use this
knowledge wisely. As always, we hold no liability for you getting your legs
broken after you bet it all on the Lakers and the Celtics end up coming out
on top.

Joysticks for Your Smart Phone
Tired of desperately tapping at your touch screen phone
will not make you a better player or get you that higher
score. It will just lead to insane bouts of rage leading in to
you inevitable conclusion of throwing your phone across
the room. Well we have the solution to your gaming
woes. Introducing the Joystickers, and they are sure to
put a smile on your face and a better score on the boards.

BIG
Boys
& THEIR

Toys

C OOL G A DG ETS, T ECH & A N Y T HI N G T HAT WE WA N T!

Joystickers are designed to maximize your tactile
feedback. They are tiny, suction cup based buttons
that attach directly to the touchscreen of your favorite
smart phone. Once the buttons are secure you can tap
them as hard and as fast as you want. It may stop you
from screaming at your phone, but it won’t keep you
from throwing it. Only the high bill of replacement and a
serious therapy session could fix that.
Soon to Be released for around $30.00

THE iPad

2

I know, I know, iPad is yet another more
sinister attempt by Apple to lure good
hard working Americans to their cult of
technology. Believe me I would be the first
one to scream fraud from the rafters if I
smelled a rat. But this little tablet is amazing.
First off it is remarkably thinner and lighter
than its first generation counterpart. It is
also at least twice as fast with a new
processor and streamlined software. But
that is not all my friends, oh no, it also has
two cameras. One faces you for chatting
and conferencing and one on the other side
for taking pictures, videos or allowing others
to join on your chat. And this is just the tip
of the iceberg. With Apple’s new partnership
with Verizon Wireless and other Cellular
giants that actually matter, they are now
poised to set the standard by which all other
devices of this kind are measured yet again.
Check out the full specs listed and you will
see that for those in need of a giant version
of their smart phone.
Prices Wi-Fi-only models are $499-$699;
Wi-Fi+3G models are $629-$829

SPECS:
Colors:
Black and white
Dimensions:
9.5 inches by 7.31 inches by 0.34
inches
Weight:
1.33 pounds
Processor:
1 GHz Apple A5 custom dual-core
processor
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Storage:
16GB, 32GB and 64GB
Connectivity: Wi-Fi and
Bluetooth; 3G HSDPA/HSUPA
(AT&T) and CDMA (Verizon)
optional
Display:
9.7-inch LED backlit touchscreen
with multi-touch and IPS
Cameras:
Back camera with up to 720p
30-frames-per-second video
recording and 5x digital zoom for
still photos; front camera for VGA

video recording up to 30 frames
per second and VGA quality still
camera; capable of photo and
video tagging over Wi-Fi
Battery life: Up to 10 hours of
Web surfing, video and music use
Inputs and Outputs:
30-pin dock connector, 3.5mm
headphone jack and microphone;
Wi-Fi+3G model comes with
Micro-SIM card tray
Sensors:
Three-axis gyro, ambient light
sensor and accelerometer

Audio formats:
OK Here we go.... HE-AAC (V1
and V2), AAC (8 to 320 Kbps),
Protected AAC (from iTunes
Store), MP3 (8 to 320 Kbps), MP3
VBR, Audible (formats 2, 3, and
4, Audible Enhanced Audio, AAX,
and AAX+), Apple Lossless, AIFF,
and WAV
Video:
Up to 1080p output with optional
Apple cables. Formats supported
include H.264, MPEG-4 AND
M-JPEG

SEXXXY STORIES
equally large and lovely breasts and pinching her nipples while kissing her
on the lips. I fight this incredibly large boner beginning to develop in my
pants. She was a friend, I had to behave myself. But the vision of these two
beautiful women kissing, was almost too much to bear. Leslie comes back
to the table arranging herself and grinning from ear to ear. My buddy and I
quickly pick up our jaws and try to resume some semblance of normality.

2HoTGIRLS
ONE CLUB
An Eager Young Woman Gets Everything
and MORE When She Joins Her Male
Friends for Her First Time in a Strip Club.

SEXXXY ST O R I ES F R O M T HE D ES ERT F EAT UR ES RE AD E R
SUBM I T T ED STO R I ES . I f you would li ke to submit
a story for us to print, please send them to
azskineditor@gmail.com
Guys, if you have any female friends, and they ask to go out to the topless
bars with you, be sure to TAKE THEM. I had a friend of mine, we’ll call her
Leslie, once ask me if I could take her out to a topless club with me and
my buddy. We were both honored and a bit nervous to be taking our first
female friend to a strip club. Leslie was a cool girl, she was real nice, had big
beautiful breasts and a hot body. She was a close friend so we always kept
it civil, but every now and then porno fantasies involving her would appear in
my mind. Especially when she wore her short skirts and low cut tops. The
main reason for our discomfort though was that we were all just afraid of
any our raunchy adult club exploits getting back to our wives and girlfriends.
After the proverbial pinky swear of complete secrecy (after all, she was
dating one of our friends), we took our lovely lady out for a night of fun.
We entered the club dressed to the nines. Leslie wore a short black ruffled
skirt and a very tight and revealing light purple tube top. The perfect outfit
for a night out at the clubs. The backlights covered us in a purple haze as
we found a table near the stage. Counting our lucky stars, my buddy and I
ordered our usual table full o beers and bought a vodka martini for our partner
in crime. After a few drinks, we settled into our seats as the music and
alcohol began pumping through our veins. This beautiful blonde girl steps
on the stage. Instantly Leslie’s senses perked up, as well as her nipples.
We could tell she liked this one. The young stripper looked across the stage
to our table, her eyes slowly undressing our female friend. Leslie began to
blush and smile immensely. I motioned to my buddy to dig out a dollar bill.
He fumbles in his pocket until he retrieves a crumpled bill and slides it across
the table to me. I give it to Leslie, “Go on, go give it to her.” She gets up
and nervously approaches the stage. The blonde on the stage slinks her way
to the edge removing her red bikini top and revealing her supple double d
breasts. She gets on her knees and bends over Leslie as she holds up the
dollar. Once she grabs the bill she reaches down and begins stroking Leslie’s
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As the night moves on, the alcohol and the martinis flow like water. Our
friend Leslie is beginning to attract a lot of attention from other guys in the
club. They begin to feed her dollar bills to give to the girls on stage. They
enjoy watching the attention she gets from the dancers. When her favorite
stripper re-enters the stage, the fireworks really start. These two have been
hot for each other all night, but they just couldn’t connect. This dancer was
one hot commodity and all the gentlemen in the club wanted her affections.
Table dances were hard to get. Leslie approached the stage once again; they
both smile at one another. She retrieves a bill from between her breasts, the
blonde smiles. This time though Leslie decides to do a little stroking of her
own, Leslie reaches up and starts rubbing the dancers exposed breasts. As
they tongue kiss romantically, the blonde flips her around, pulls down her
top and begins fondling her in front of the stage and the crowd. Leslie is
now topless and exposed in the bar with the stripper leaning over the top
of her rubbing her breasts and kissing her neck. The crowd is going nuts.
Leslie smiles and is enjoying the attention, and I can see the management is
getting nervous. This could turn ugly real quick. For the entire length of the
song Leslie is making out with this dancer and both women are going at it
real hot and heavy. The song ends and once again Leslie composes herself,
and returns to our table smiling. My friend and I are in shock, and I have a
hard on that could cut down trees at the sight.
In order to avoid any more unnecessary attention, and with the proper tip,
the bouncer moves us to a darker back corner of the bar. Leslie’s favorite
girl finds us though and asks for a table dance. Leslie has acquired her own
small fortune just providing entertainment for all the guys in the club so she
whips out twenty one dollar bills and slaps them down on the table. I slide
right up next to Leslie and lean back; I didn’t want to miss a second of this
table dance. The dancer pushes down Leslie’s top and begins to suck on
her nipples. Leslie spreads her legs apart, lifts her skirt a little, and lets the
dancer slip down between her legs and press up against her. Leslie’s hand
works slowly under the table and down between my legs rubbing my thighs
and eventually discovering my erect cock though my pants. Without ever
taking her eyes away from her new toy, she strokes at my dick gently while
this lovely young thing begins rubbing her exposed pussy. As my friend and
I were now pleasantly discovering, Leslie wasn’t wearing any panties and
the vision of her exposed shaved pussy excited all of us. The dancer’s hands
moved in and out between Leslie’s thighs in a rhythmic manner. Every time
the girl pulled her fingers up from Leslie’s pussy to her lips, you could see
how wet she was. Leslie was also doing a little stroking of her own. One
hand was diving in and out of the dancer’s thong and the other was rubbing
steadily on my cock.
I wanted to stop her, but it was so hot watching them finger fuck each other
that I got caught up in the moment. Thankfully, my friend was too trashed to
notice Leslie’s extra attention on my lap. He was too transfixed at the action
occurring between these two hotties. Leslie’s huge beautiful tits glistened
with sweat as the second song started. The rhythm picked up with this song.
Both women were rubbing on each other and kissing each other really heavy.
The stripper was now moving her hips in rhythm with Leslie’s fingers as she
worked this beautiful blonde’s eager pussy. Leslie continued to rub my junk
faster and harder as she approached orgasm. I saw flashes of my girlfriend
finding out and kicking me to the curb, but I couldn’t help it anymore, I just
wanted Leslie to make me cum and I didn’t care how. Just as the song hit
its climax, so did I. I exploded hard in my pants biting my lower lip so that I
wouldn’t clue our drunken friend into what was going on right next to him.
Leslie tightened her grip on my cock and held on as I finished and she and
her stripper lover came together in one sweaty pile. Leslie kissed the dancer
tenderly, the dancer thanked her for a good time, smiled took her money and
left. I sat there exhausted from both the vision of these two lovelies pleasure
each other and from my own personal orgasm at Leslie’s hands. It was a
night none of us ever forgot. Well at least I didn’t forget. I don’t think Leslie
ever remembered what she was stroking when she was being played with,
if she did, she never said anything, and I know I never will.

So You Wanna Be

A Rock Star?

Well, The Playing Field

Has Been Leveled!
B y The M ista k en G enius

For a very long time in the music industry far too much was left only to blind chance when
pursuing success. And in reality “chance” was really more along the lines of a freak accident.
Only those who caught an amazingly lucky break of good fortune or, on the other hand, just so
conveniently happened to have connections to people with piles of cash or positions of power,
made it to the top or even competed for a spot. Many of the most talented artists for years
were never given the full recognition that they definitely deserved, or even worse, were never
even heard about at all because of being denied an outlet to get their amazing music to a large
enough audience. In the face of all the negatives that privileged purists want to point out
about how technological advancements in recording and distributing music have corrupted
certain aspects of quality in the creative process, you have to remember that not everyone
has access to a multimillion dollar studio complete with a standard stockpile of vintage gear.
One merely has to look at how giving everyone the chance to create and present their music
with convenience and ease to the entire world has greatly leveled the playing field for literally
anyone to take a stab at succeeding through self expression.

The truth in the matter is that while Garageband and
Youtube may have given every idiot in the world an
ability to spread their voice that had never been widely
available before, it has actually forced established artists
to work that much harder at their chosen craft than
ever before. No longer is it enough to just get your
stuff out there into the mainstream’s exposure by way
of quickly dwindling corporate green since now you
could be competing with a home studio sensation that’s
drummed up a fervent support through freely posting
recordings on their Myspace or Facebook page.
From a major label perspective those type of grassroots artists have lately become the
absolute best to take a swipe at snatching up. Most of the groundwork has already been
done for them and in this day and age with the state of the industry on top of the public’s
nanosecond attention span, its a rarity to see a label give an up-and-coming signing the
opportunity to truly “develop” as in decades past. Yet there is an obvious disinterest in
feeling major label execs breathing down your neck which must be why big name artists
like Radiohead, Smashing Pumpkins, Nine Inch Nails, Pearl Jam, amongst a host of others
have all decided to self-release their newest music since finally freeing themselves from
the shackles of lengthy multi-album recording contracts signed during their initial rises to
prominence during the industry’s glory days in the 90’s. That’s a revelation about how much
the rules of the game have changed, but the objective still remains the same: to set yourself
apart from everything else that the average individual is being bombarded with constantly
by our various forms of mass media and there is where the innovation and dedication must
come into play.
Sure, a technical wiz can program and synchronize an immense expanse of musical notes in
their basement without being able to actually perform such complexity live, however unless
your aspirations are to hide in the shadows and score art films for Miramax there is no other
way to get yourself out there in the public’s eyesight than by growing a pair and performing
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SO YOU WANNA ROCK?

before groups of people you do not know, no matter how small. Taking baby steps at first is
never something to feel bad about either which is why pub karaoke and open mic nights
at the neighborhood coffee shops exist in the first place, as a way for the uninitiated
to test the waters and calm the nerves. There is very little pressure in such a situation
and at the least it’s still moving in the right direction. One thing that is awesome about
the music scene in the Phoenix Metro Area is that there are a vast array of
legitimate options to play live regardless of how seasoned you may be.
While it pains me to recommend a chain restaurant, Valley Applebee’s
feature a surprisingly solid Karaoke during their Tuesday evening
reverse happy hour that works as an interesting proving ground if
you feel more comfortable starting trying covers. With cheap
eats and drinks aplenty they are usually pretty packed and it’s a
good way to get feedback from a large amount of uninhibited
people who are more than willing to assess your potential.
If you happen to be a few steps ahead and have your own
compositions and the skill to perform them in front of
people there is no better option than hitting up an open
mic night which can be found every night of the week
from Mesa to Glendale and across the rest of Metro
Phoenix. All the Valley’s listings are easily accessible at
Openmicphoenix.com/EvenListings so whether you’re
rolling in with an acoustic guitar, keyboard or just a
backing track on a boombox you have nearly 40 options
every week to get your feet wet in an attempt.

Now if you have been trying to put
together a real group of musicians to
perform live instead of just doing the singersongwriter thing or industrial one man show,
chances are one of the many hipster hotspots
will at least give you the time of day, though
the area of town you pursue might need to be
dependent upon what kind of jams your trying to
throw our for prospective audiences.
Downtown epicenters like Grand Avenue’s Trunk Space beside Bikini Lounge along
with 4th Street Roosevelt Art District favorite The Lost Leaf have long been two of the
best spots to catch raucous live sets from some of the PHX’s best rising local stars.
If you’ve cut a cool demo that leans more toward the indie side of things then by all
means pass it along to either of those fine purveyors of live sounds and chances
are with some evident promise you could wiggle your way into showcasing
your skills, with most nights for the month rarely completely filled up. The
east valley is the place to journey towards if you are more about the dancey,
rock and roll party side of things with Scottsdale/Tempe border favorite The
Rogue focusing as a focal point for the slightly more glamorized scene on
that side of the Valley and the Tempe/Mesa’s borderline best Hollywood
Alley taking dear care of the grittier underbelly of punk and rockabilly.
Options for going heavier sadly dwindle significantly with the loss of
favorites like Jugheads and Metal Devastation recently, but Joe’s
Grotto still carries the torch for local metal. You can also usually see
great out-of-town and over-seas heavy metalers with locals opening
acts at Tempe faves like The Clubhouse, Club Red and the medium
capacity Marquee Theatre, the last stop before upgrading to the
big boys.
Many Arizona bred musicians constantly refer to the vast
potential in bigwig spots like LA, New York, Austin, Chicago, and
Portland as the places to head if you are serious about playing
live music yet the argument that the grass is always greener,
especially for a small fish in a big pond, always wisely
arises. The advancements in modern music technology
means it doesn’t have to be all or nothing when chasing
your dreams!
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Dead.N..O,

THE NATIONAL SCENE
BY SUAVO SVEN

THE MOODY BLUES A

re

NO,NO,

You never forget your first concert! Whether
enchanting or embarrassing, in hindsight, if music meant
anything significant growing up, its an experience that
might stick with you close enough to beat a bout with
Alzeimers. So hopefully that memory of your “first time”, which won’t
go away, is one to be proud of reminiscing about years later, even if going
to see the show wasn’t exactly your idea at the time. In the end its better
than admitting the first band your ever saw live was some clowns like Milli
Vanilli or Limp Bizkit. Not quite as bad when compared with the death metal
drummer I know who admits his first album ever was a Spiceworld cassette,
but still pretty damned close. The fortunate ones are birthed into families
with a cultivated palette of good musical taste already and what caring
parent or older sibling doesn’t feels like its their duty to share the jubilant
joy of words and melodies that have touched their lives, even if they’re not
exactly joyful? That’s the gift my mum and dad bestowed upon my brothers
and I when they dragged us along, against our will from not knowing what
to expect, to watch a band I’d never heard of called THE MOODY BLUES.

The reason for our resistance was simple, most of the things outside the
homestead that our crazily Christianized parental units took us to do were not
very cool at all and when you just hit double digits at a whopping 10 years old
you are already starting to take everything the old folks tell you with a grain
of salt. They never really seemed against music, just tended to use the car
rides more for things like talk radio and sports. In fact, with the exception
of my mum and her affinity for singing the old worship hymns while hand
washing the dishes, music was sadly pretty absent from my day to day life
except at church. So it’s understandable that when my brothers and I were
informed we were leaving the midway of the yearly fair across the way from
my Yaya and Papa’s homestead to listen to something called THE MOODY
BLUES, I feared for the worst. Everything changed the moment the lights
went out in the coliseum and I felt an energy from the people around me I
had never experienced in a church before, but goddamn did it still feel like
a religious experience! Timeless MOODY classics like “Nights In White
Satin” and “Question” embodied a beauty that blew my little mind away,
bridging the gap between classical music I had heard at school with the
scraps of old rock music I had caught a few listens of. Justin Hayward’s
steady singing soothed my soul and Ray Thomas’ majestic flute sounded
like a melodies conjured from the pages of history. And the weirdest part
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They’re On
The Outside
Looking In

of all was that as much as I was enjoying everything I was experiencing, my
mum and dad were absolutely loving every minute of it even more.
To my surprise, I was so overcome with emotion during the performance
that when it finally came to a close I honestly felt dismayed and saddened
to see it cease, much to my parent’s surprise after all the initial resistance.
Almost 20 years later, and after seeing hundreds of shows where I’ve shelled
out the kind of money that’s made me cringe and tell myself it’s a once in
a lifetime experience, there are still few of those “once in a lifetime’s” that
can even hold a candle to the door that was opened with my first exposure
to live rock music. I’ve never been to another concert with either of my
parents since, and it’s anyone’s guess if they ever heard “Legend Of A
Mind,” but I do owe one helluva debt of gratitude for their love of Moody
radio regulars like “Ride My Seesaw” and “Tuesday Afternoon.” Without
the two of them there’s no guarantee my ears which hear far too much punk
and metal would have gotten to the threshold of a dream in search of the
lost chord. Cheers!

The Moody Blues Back Then
See if THE MOODY BLUES sing about Timothy Leary at
downtown Phoenix’s Comerica Arena (Formerly Dodge
Theater) on Thursday, May 12 for a performance 45 years
in the making.

What The

HELL
Took Ya So Long?

ALBUM NEWS

Some Of
Rock’s Best
Return From
Hiatus In 2011

By: Jaime’ En Fuego

To the dismay of the rock and roll faithful, 2010 was recently
hailed by the “almighty” ROLLING STONE magazine as one
of the lowest of all time for commercial rock record sales.
This was all in spite of hella high hopes for new releases
from Grammy darlings like Kings of Leon and MGMT plus
surprising lackluster public response to solid albums from
alternative-conscious groups with heavy internet followings
like Weezer and My Chemical Romance. In most cases
the faithful came out the first week, and occasionally a few
thereafter, to actually purchase their favorite band’s new
record as reflected by a sudden jump into the Billboard Top
40, if not higher. The problem for rockers is that genres like
pop, hip hop and what passes as country today are enticing
more casual listeners on the so-called “hits” stations and
therefore maintaining a sustained success on mainstream
record sales where rock quickly crashes and burns without
a radio hit. Things are still far superior on the touring end,
especially for long established groups from grungers to
classic rockers, most of whom make a large portion of their
money as such. Yet a slew of sensational releases from
some big time veterans as well as rampant rumors of the first
records from more than a handful of pivotal artists that have
long been in absence has renewed confidence in the hopes
for rock to bounce back in 2011.

Already Released:
We’ve already heard a healthy crop of solid rock with SoCal rockabilly
punkers Social Distortion putting out their first collection of tunes by
Mike Ness and Co. in seven years on Hard Times And Nursery Rhymes
in January. In the next few weeks experimental singer songwriters Sam
Beam and Conor Oberst who had not released albums as their moniker
bands in four years each released their newest sets, with both heading in
more psychedelic directions on Iron & Wine’s Kiss Each Other Clean and
Bright Eyes’ The People’s Key. Radiohead continued an antiestablishment
attitude by giving out their newest record,The King Of Limbs, in February
on their website for free download with CD/Vinyl releases coming March
28. Other notables included new releases by the iconic R.E.M., Finnish

symphonic death metallers Children Of Bodom, a sequel to Snoop Dogg’s
debut album Doggstyle, the first new material from garage throwback
trailblazers The Strokes since 2006, and a live album from the recently
reformed Soundgarden 15 years in the making, who posted on their official
website intent to record their first album since breaking up at their peak in
the mid-90’s.

The Confirmed:
The rest of the year continues the throwback excitement with new wave
stalwarts The Cars putting out Move Like This on April 10th, nearly 25 years
after Door To Door was issued. Foo Fighters’ Wasting Light hits April 12
featuring a mini-Nirvana reunion of sorts with former Dave Grohl bandmate
Kris Novoselic contributing bass to a few tracks. Hip hop’s Chinese
Democracy will allegedly finally see the light of day when Dr. Dre drops his
solo sequel DETOX on 4/20 where millions will have blunts stockpiled for
such an event. The Beastie Boys look to bounce back from the cancellation
of their 2009 release, haulted by MCA’s recent bout with cancer, but Hot
Sauce Committee, Pt. 2 is ready to kick out the jams on May 3. The rest
of the year involves groups swearing a new record will be on store shelves
before year’s end from Blink 182, 311, and Jane’s Addiction who all have
promised to have their new tunes out before planned tour jaunts during
the sweaty months. As the days get colder Mr. Gwen Steffani’s Bush will
launch their laughable comeback attempts with a new album in the fall, then
we continue to cross our fingers that the combination of Tenacious 3-D and
the newly cohesively driven Soundgarden can stick true to their declarations
of new albums before year’s end.

The Rumored & The Unlikely:
Last but not least, don’t hold your breath for any of these bands living up
to hopeful speculation about delighting fans in 2011. Coldplay and Muse
both prove to be perfectionists and don’t often push for releasing music
prematurely. Swedish melodic death peddlers In Flames and Opeth have
both lost iconic original guitarists and are suddenly struggling to pick up the
pieces. Megadeth and Metallica titillated fans with reports of being back
in the studio late last year, but milking the whole “Big Four Reunion” angle
will probably have them busy through the rest of 2011. Even less likely
are rumored new releases from bands that have either had internal issues
and went of hiatus/broke up like System Of A Down, Rage Against The
Machine and Van Halen or are notorious perfectionists who put out albums
every 6 years (TOOL) or 15 (Axl N’ Roses). But who knows, it’s about time
for rock to get a stroke of good luck.
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BAND of the MONTH

KATASTRO
Poking Holes Through The Patterns
Of Rock With Rap And Reggae
B y: J aime ’ En F uego
One of the only complaints from many live
music addicts about hip hop shows is that
they can sometimes seem borderline robotic.
Its always awesome to see someone who
can really spit roaring rhymes onstage and
rhythmically rock the mic for the masses.
The problem is that unless the MC has some
prime, off the cuff free-stylin’ skills you
are probably only going to be blessed with
hearing the same impressive poetry from
the original recording. While more powerful
in person, it’s still just being busted out over
a back track of the exact instrumental from
the album replayed by a single DJ. Not a lot
of room to deviate in that type of situation,
which is why groups like locally grown locos
in Arizona’s own KATASTRO have pushed
for a presence of live instrumentation in the
realm of independent flavored hip hop across
all varieties.
This tactic actually traces back to the
genre’s real musical roots which lie in the
impassioned creative outbursts of blues,
jazz and funk which have always in a live
atmosphere been all about the improvisation
of live instrumentation. KATASTRO know
that a single profound performer like their
vocalist Andy Chaves can only do so
much on his own without an intuitive set
of musicians capable of shifting along with
whatever emotional alteration may manifest
itself during the highly energized environment
created before an audience. Chaves’ lyrics
are so deftly delivered with a pure passion
and evocative eloquence in the live setting
that they might even trump the group’s high
quality recordings put to press, some of the
earliest being done when these dudes were
still shrugging off worry about their Senior
year of high school. Yet its the eclectic
smattering of rock, reggae and rap sensibility
that groovin’ guitarist Tanner Riccio, blastin’
bassist Ryan Weddle and daring drumma
Andrew Stravers bring to the table every
night behind their fresh frontman that really
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puts KATASTRO a step ahead and apart of
their crafty contemporaries. In the last few
years the mainstream rap world has even
been following suit with more and more
heavyweight performers employing a full
band to recreate what was probably done by
a single producer or beat maker.
In spite of many established artists changing
their ways, KATASTRO have continued
keeping it real through three stellar EP’s in
less than three years which has chronicled
these desert dwellin’ dudes constant flux
in developing their sound, beginning from
a more indie hip hop driven Sublime with
a dash of 311, who KATASTRO opened for
earlier this year in Tempe, on their debut
The Wonderful Daze, to an advanced sound
that loses none of the savvy wordplay while
later musically maturing by incorporating
psychedelic touches reminiscent of the Red
Hot Chili Peppers on progressive tracks
like “Surrender.” Last year’s free single
“Andromeda” continues the evolution by
upping the reggae factor which was forever
present with some of the most thoughtprovoking strings of sentences ever compiled
and presented by the band, solidifying why
it’s no wonder they have opened for both
sides of the alternative hip hop spectrum
from “everything and the kitchen sink”
reggae punk hoppers The Dirty Heads to Wu
Tang Financial reps Method Man, Redman
and Ghostface Killah. With that kind of
street cred, KATASTRO must be nothing to
muck with. They bring righteous grooves
following a month long Spring US tour back
to Arizona for a homecoming show at the
Martini Ranch in Scottsdale on Friday, May
6, 7:00pm.

Kick out some feedback
or talk some smack to

EnFuegoMedia@gmail.com
¡Muchas Gracias!

April
HAPPENINGS

March 25April 17

Theater Works
presents Chicago
Peoria Center for the
Performing Arts, Peoria

March 29 April 3

Fiddler On The Roof
ASU Gammage, Tempe

April 1

New York Comedy Kings

Hotel California Salute to The Eagles
Chandler Center for the
Arts, Chandler

April 17

Spencers Theater of
Illusion
Chandler Center for the
Arts, Chandler

April 19
Lil Wayne

US Airways Center, Phoenix

April 22 - May 8

Showroom at Wild Horse
Pass Casino, Chandler

Actors Theatre
presents An Enemy of
the People

April 2

Herberger Theatre Center,
Phoenix

Showroom at Wild Horse
Pass Casino, Chandler

April 27 – May 8

Blues Traveler

April 8

Soweto Street Beat
Chandler Center for the
Arts, Chandler

April 8

Janet Jackson
Comerica Theatre, Phoenix
(formerly known as the
Dodge Theatre)

April 13

Arcade Fire
Comerica Theatre, Phoenix
(formerly known as the
Dodge Theatre)

April 14
Foreigner

Showroom at Wild Horse
Pass Casino, Chandler

April 15

Rod Stewart and
Stevie Nicks
US Airways Center, Phoenix
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Various dates in April
Our professional basketball
team shoots hoops at the
US Airways Center.

Scottsdale ArtWalk
Every Thursday
Evening

CONCERTS • EVENTS • FESTIVALS Every Thursday evening
the Scottsdale Art District
invites you to spend a
casual evening walking
downtown and enjoying fine
April 16
art. Free

HAPPENINGS
CONCERTS
& THEATER

Phoenix Suns
Basketball

Billy Elliot The Musical

Bull Riding

Wednesdays and
Saturdays in April
Professional Rodeo Bull
Riding. You can watch or
you can ride. Admission
charge and riding fees apply.
8 p.m. Rawhide.

Arizona Bike Week
March 30 - April 3

Bands, rallies, exhibits,
competitions, charity rides,
auctions, raffles--everything
for the motorcycle
enthusiast.
For more info and details
on any of the events, their
times, or locations please
go to www.azbikeweek.com

Phoenix Fringe
Festival
April 1 - 10

April 30

PHX:fringe offers an edgy
assortment of performance
choices in non-traditional
downtown spaces.

Showroom at Wild Horse
Pass Casino, Chandler

Crossroads of the
West Gun Show

ASU Gammage, Tempe

B-52s

EVENTS
Arizona
Diamondbacks
Baseball

Various dates in April
The Arizona Diamondbacks
play professional baseball at
Chase Field. Video: Baseball
at Chase Field.

Phoenix Coyotes
Hockey

Various dates in April
Our professional NHL
hockey team hopes to
howl its way to the Stanley
Cup. Jobing.com Arena,
Glendale.

April 2 - 3

At the Arizona State
Fairgrounds. The shows
offer hundreds of tables of
interest to both the once
a year hunter and the avid
collector.

Scottsdale
Culinary Festival
April 5 - 10

Food, drink, and music.
Nationally renowned chefs.

Wingstock
April 9

A combination of a
music festival and
competitive chicken wing
judging contest. Mesa
Amphitheatre.

Country Thunder
April 7 - 10

Four days of camping, big
name country music, arts
and crafts vendors, and food
court in Florence, Arizona.

Copperstate 1000
Field of Dreams
Cruise In
April 10

Attracts hundreds of cars
from local car enthusiasts:
classics, muscle cars,
exotics, street rods and
more. Tempe Diablo
Stadium. Free admission.

Great Arizona
Dog Show
April 7 – 11

AKC dog clubs in West and
Northwest Valley, Kachina
Kennel Club and Arrowhead
Kennel Club. University of
Phoenix Stadium

NASCAR
April 8-10

Racing events at Phoenix
International Raceway.
Maricopa County Fair
April 13 - 17
Join in fun carnival games,
exhibits and activities at
the Veterans’ Memorial
Coliseum in Central
Phoenix.

Phoenix Improv
Festival
April 15 - 16

Performances include
improvised plays, musicals
and movies. All shows
are based on audience
suggestion, and all are
made up on the spot.
Herberger Theater.

Phoenix Gay
Pride Parade and
Festival
April 16, 17

Ten days of pride culminates
in a two-day festival. Parade,
music, dancing, food, Arts
Expo, Erotic Art World,
Wedding Expo, Health Fair,
5K run, 3K walk. Steele
Indian School Park.

Southwest Festival
of Beers
April 17, 18

Part of The Great Arizona
Picnic. Beer garden with
food, music and souvenir
mug. Scottsdale Civic
Center Mall.

NAPA Auto Parts
Monster Truck
Nationals &
Lakefest
April 24, 25

This event features
everything trucks, including
monster trucks, truck
show n’ shine, test drive
experience, jet dragsters, an
aftermarket expo and even
boats. Firebird International
Raceway

Great Cajun
Crawfish Boil
April 29

A casual, family-friendly
event that features
crawfish shipped in live
from Louisiana and boiled
on-site by an award-winning
Louisiana chef. No tickets
sold at the door. Kiwanis
Park, Tempe.

Arizona Special
Olympics Summer
Games
April 29 - May 1

2,000 athletes compete in
track and field, powerlifting,
gymnastics, softball skills,
tennis and other events
at the ASU Band Practice
Field.

El Dia de
los Ninos
April 29

Booths with interactive
games, hands-on art
activities, a reading
village, live entertainment,
giveaways and thousands of
participants from across the
valley and state. Sponsored
by the Latino Institute. 9
a.m. to 1 p.m. Margaret T.
Hance Park. Free.

Rock the Zoo
April 29

Formerly known as
ZooBrew. Music,
refreshments, and the zoo.
Ages 21 and older only.

Maricopa Salsa
Festival
April 30

Try more than 50 different
salsas. You decide which
are the tastiest salsas, bean
dips and guacamole in the
Western United States.
Entertainment. Pacana Park,
Maricopa.

TRON:LEGACY

WE GIVE IT

OUR RATING SYSTEM

SCREW STARS!
We decided to go BIG!
And no Star is bigger
than Charlie Sheen
RIGHT NOW! Scoring is
on a 1 - 5 Charlie Scale

This month’s DVD review focuses on Disney’s Tron: Legacy, the long awaited sequel to the
groundbreaking 1982 techno fantasy Tron. Legacy follows the story of the son of missing software
engineer and CEO of ENCOM International Kevin Flynn, played by Jeff Bridges. His son Sam,
portrayed by Garrett Hedlund, becomes the majority shareholder of his father’s company after his
disappearance in the 80’s. After a visit from a family friend, Sam soon returns to his father’s old
arcade where he discovers his secret lab, and he is unwillingly transported to the virtual world in
which his father is trapped in known as The Grid. The action explodes off the charts as Sam is
forced to compete in the same trials that his father once had to as he tries to locate his missing
parent. This movie boast some amazing visuals (including Quorra played by Olivia Wilde, meow...)
that result in a special effects feast. The retro digital world created is faithful to the original while
giving it astounding new imagery. Some scenes, such as the Light Cycle races, will blow your
mind, especially if you are watching this on Blu Ray in 3D. The sound effects and the music by
international digital music gods Daft Punk only help to add to this smorgasbord for the senses.
Unfortunately, the majority of the effort seems to have gone to the visuals, special effects, and
sound, because the downfall with this film, like most really hot chicks, is it’s all style and no
substance. The intense action scenes and special effects help to carry a storyline that seems
poorly thought out, with little to no human element to the characters. It’s hard to make an amazing
actor like Jeff Bridges seem boring, but they were shockingly successful in this case. I waited for
the story to really grab me and pull me in, but it never happened. Many of the scenes seemed
to be placed together simply for action purposes with very little story linking them together. The
computer tech mumbo-jumbo often spewed out by the characters doesn’t help to clear the
confusion much either. The dazzling effects do greatly distract you from the lack of story, but the
characters do little to make you root for or against them. I found myself cheering for the wrong
Jeff Bridges at one point, which illustrated to me how well I was able to follow the storyline. But
if you are a fan of the original, don’t be surprised if you find yourself jumping out of your seat
for the appearance of Tron himself. In short, movies are meant to be fun, and Tron: Legacy is
undoubtedly that. It just reminds us once again that sequels can be disappointing, we should rent
before buying, and that not every Jeff Bridges movie is outstanding. On the AZ Skin “WINNING”
Scale, Tron: Legacy scores two and a half Charlie Sheens out of five. Tron: Legacy will be available
on Blu Ray and DVD on April 5th

ENTERTAIN ME

REVIEWS OF THE LATEST MOVIES, DVDs, GAMES ,PORN & MORE

Mortal Kombat
It is time once again to TEST YOUR MIGHT!!

Prepare your Baraka Obama jokes now. One of the bestselling video game franchises in history is back with Mortal
Kombat for the PS3 and Xbox360. The game that stole our youth by allowing us to witness some of the most
violent and graphic content a video game had ever depicted is back with a reboot, and it’s better than ever. This
time around, our story begins with Raiden and his forces of good having been defeated by the villainous Shao Khan.
The only way to gain redemption and save the world from Khan, Shang Tsung, Goro, and the rest of the goon squad
is by traveling through time and revisiting their past. This installment features a shiny new graphics and game play
engine that make this the slickest 3D animations the series has seen while still staying faithful to the original 2D
style fighting plane. Although the replay value on most fighting games is low unless you have friends you can wipe
the floor with, MK does a great job of mixing it up with different game modes, such as a Marvel vs Capcom-style
tagging system and one of the longest story modes ever in a fighting game. There will also be some great online
modes, such as a King of Hill style free-for-all in which friends can participate in and spectate matches, give grades,
and even leave comments. Imagine it…all of the criticism and cattiness that comes with being a celebrity brought
to you in the comfort of your own living room. This new version also features a full roster with nearly every single
character that has been in previous games reprising their ass-kicking roles. All this plus the heartwarming nostalgia
of ripping someone’s spine out is back, with some new shocking fatalities that make what we’ve seen up to this
point look like child’s play. So whether you’re a fan of the series or a newcomer to the Outworld, you will not be
disappointed. On the AZ Skin “WINNING” Scale, Mortal Kombat receives 4 out of 5 Charlie Sheens. Mortal Kombat
is available on the Playstation 3 and Xbox 360 on April 19th.

WE GIVE IT
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AZ SKIN Is proud to bring you the
Beautiful Madison Scott. brought to us
by the folks over at Aziani.com. Feel free
to visit Madison at her site madisonscott.
com. No matter where you go you will see
more hot shots of our April feature model.
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THE

GREAT

ALASKAN

BUSH
COMPANY

THE TRADITION CONTINUES
The west side is increasing in both popularity and population, and while there is
all this new expansion out west, it’s nice to still have kept a lot of traditions. The
Great Alaskan Bush Company is a west valley tradition three decades old going
all the way back to its roots in Anchorage, Alaska. The Bush Co, ABCO, the ABC,
there are many ways this club is lovingly referred to, but most men in the valley
just know it as one of the best places to see some of the most beautiful girls in
Arizona. Most young men in this town celebrated their rise into adulthood here.
Many more have had bachelor parties and have enjoyed their final hurrahs before
heading off to yet another war. This unique, one-of-a-kind club is an excellent
reason to make the short drive down Grand Avenue to the near west side. If
you like going to nude clubs, but don’t like the restrictions on alcohol, Bush
Company has you covered.
Originally an all nude club, the Bush Company became the first club in the
state to give you the choice between topless with alcohol, and all nude venue
in one bar. They have been doing it since 2002 and have never looked back.
Once inside, you move to the left, and walk into the topless club, where you
can sit at the long bar or in comfortable chairs, have a cocktail, and watch the
amazingly attractive topless dancers perform. The cavernous, 10,000 square
foot club, with rustic décor and twenty foot high ceilings will make you forget
that you’re on Grand Avenue, and make you think you’re at a remote hunting
lodge somewhere in the great, white north. This beautifully decorated room
with its high, wood-beamed ceiling, deer-antler chandeliers, big Kodiak
bear, and wood and flagstone walls, doesn’t have a bad seat in the house.
If you want even more personal attention and privacy, you can make your
way up into the luxurious VIP loft, where you’ll have a birds-eye view of
the stage and main floor. Relax on one of the many plush, red couches
around the perimeter, and enjoy your own private stage, all in one of
the most comfortable and private areas we’ve seen in the valley. After
you’ve quenched your thirst and enjoyed the view, move on over to
the nude side of the club, which is again very large and inviting, with
comfortable couch-like seating along the walls, and plenty of
tables, all of which, as is the case on the topless side,
offer up-close and personal views of all
the dancers.

The lodge look continues on the nude side, offering the same, north woods
ambiance throughout the entire club.
As is the case in any club, beautiful décor and sensuous dancers don’t
mean much if you’re not treated well. And while enjoying the company of
25 to 30 beautiful women every night doesn’t hurt, it sure is nice that the
staff at the Bush Company is unbelievably friendly and welcoming. Even
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first time visitors feel as if they’ve been going to the club for years. Craig,
Mike and Damian make certain that everyone from the front-door staff to
the waitresses to the dancers themselves, treat you courteously and with
a smile, and make you feel at home. No matter which side of the Alaskan
Bush Company you choose, you can be certain that all the bartenders are
there to enhance your evening, especially if you’re there on your own. Sit
at the bar, you’ll quickly discover that you’re not just a customer, you’re a

CLUB REVIEW

The Great Alaskan
Bush Company is a
west valley tradition
three decades old
going all the way
back to its roots in
Anchorage, Alaska.
The Bush Co, ABCO,
the ABC, there are
many ways this club
is lovingly referred
to, but most men in
the valley just know
it as one of the best
places to see some
of the most beautiful
girls in Arizona.
friend. It is that kind of service that is so often missing at
other clubs. Clean, comfortable and safe, if you’re looking
for a great club to which you can bring your date, the Bush
Company is also the perfect choice. It’s also very couple
friendly so you don’t have to feel out of place.
April is a great time to visit The Great Alaskan Bush
Company. They have a drink special for every day of the
week! So you have to stop in and see what night your drink
of choice makes the roster.

The Great Alaskan Bush Company is located at 2980 Grand
Avenue in Phoenix. You can call in advance for drink specials
and questions at 602-254-BUSH. If you are over 21, then you
can pay a single cover to get into both clubs, but if you are 18
then the nude side is for you. They are always hiring beautiful
women, so if you think you got the goods stop on in an visit
for an interview. No matter where you live in the valley, the
Bush Company is well worth the trip.
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SPIRITUAL SEXUALITY

How can you learn how to create and re-create these intense
and beautiful experiences? It is the way you breathe and the
way you touch or are being touched. It is taking your time to
build the energy and let is plateau then build it again and again,
pulling the energy up through your body and out the top of your
head as it also courses down your legs. Men and women can
experience this. When making love, one of you may experience
this heightened state while the other does not.

Spiritual Sexuality shifts your consciousness. You know that all things
are possible. When you reach a heightened level of orgastic energy you
can tap directly into the Morphogenetic field, read Rupert Sheldrake’s
book, “The 100th Monkey Theory”.
We use very little of our brain potential. The same is true for our sexual
life force energy. We have received no teachings on the full scope of
what that energy is really intended for, what it is capable of doing and
the freedom it gives to the individuals who have been blessed not only
with a strong sex drive but with the curiosity to go beyond the act of
creating children to discover that sexual energy is a direct source to Spirit
and Intelligence.

By Ina “Laughing W inds ” M lekush M .A . M .F.C.C .
Marriage C ounselor * Dating Consultant *
S ex Counselor , aasect certified
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Spiritual Sexuality is a reality. Using your sexual energy
you can move into heightened sexual states involving
your whole body beyond your genitals. It is like being
plugged into an electrical outlet with energy coursing
through your body. It may frighten you if you have not
experienced this before. It may have taken you into an
ecstatic state that you remember as a once in a lifetime
experience. It does not have to be a onetime event.
You can cultivate your skills to take your lovemaking to
new heights of exploration into the world of Spiritual
Sexuality on a regular basis.
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The body is built to be perfect and to stay healthy. It is our freewill that has
created 30 year mortgages, stressful j*o*b*s, lifestyles that kill our joy of
living. It is the Big O - orgasm that rejuvenates us and brings us back to
the source that created us. Orgasm is a gift from our creator like a cosmic
carrot enticing us back again and again until we explode out of our box of
limitations. It is time to learn; through our sexual energy we are capable of
so much more happiness, peace of mind, financial abundance, and healthy
relationships. We can create the type of world that honors the beauty of
sacred sexuality and does not condemn our naturalness as a sexual being.
The higher your sex drive the more energy you have and the more potential
you have. How are you using your sexual energy? What are you producing
in your life? Are you using your orgasms to set your intending for a new
project? Have you gotten the answer to a question during your lovemaking
that had been baffling you? Are you more creative after making love? Do
you get Ideas for solving problem while making love? This is just a few
of the things that can happen when you experience heightened states of
orgastic pleasure. If you have experienced any of these things you are
taping into Spiritual Sexuality. Recognize it for being what it is…something
more then “ just making love”
You can learn about Spiritual Sexuality from individual practioners and
workshops. Interview anyone you are considering working with and trust
yourself to determine if they are the right teacher for you and if their
knowledge base has depth and is grounded in common sense.
To learn more please contact Ina laughing Winds.
INA “LAUGHING WINDS” MLEKUSH, MA. M.F.C.C.
Marriage Counselor, Dating Consultant for All Ages, Sex Counselor,
Light Full Body Energy Work, Senior Teacher of Chuluaqui Quodoushka
Spiritual Sexuality teachings from the Ancient Mayan and Toltec
traditions.
Web Site www.SpiritualSexuality.com • YouTube “SexualSolutions”
Videos. Join me on Face Book and Twitter. CALL 623 465-9151 • Office
Hours 9a.m. – 6 p.m. 2 weekends a month

SEX & ROCKnROLL

Sex &

by Nichole Italiano
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WHY MUSIC MAKES US HO

Sex and Rock n’ Roll go together kind of like peanut
butter and jelly except a whole lot louder and with a hell
of a lot more passion. What form of artistic expression
evokes more raw human emotion than really powerful
music? None. A painting, drawing or photograph can
certainly make you feel something and even move you
in unexpected ways but I’m willing to bet it’s not on the
level of really good rock on’ roll. A play, sculpture, film or
ballet can certainly reach in and touch you but it doesn’t
forcefully grab a hold of you in the core of your soul the
way that really powerful music does.
Music can be so inexplicably nostalgic. The way that it can transport you
back to a moment, a time and a place so vividly. What would a movie be
without the soundtrack in the background? A film can be perfectly written
and filled with the most amazingly talented actors but it still carries far
more power by adding emotional weight to the words being spoken. There
is only one way to do so and that is by adding various pieces of music that
translate those very emotions throughout the film. Only music can do this.
Why do you suppose that is? Even dance for example. Did you ever notice
how your body just sort of involuntarily moves when you hear the right
piece of music? Well if it can transport you through time, pull just about any
emotion out of you and make you dance, possibly even against your will,
then just imagine the aphrodisiac capabilities of such a drug.
Oh come on. We all know about this. We’ve all seen it and possibly even
experienced it on some level. Who hasn’t been to a show or a concert
and seen the girls lining up to try to get back stage and “meet the band”?
Even the ugliest of guys can go up on stage and all of a sudden that same
hideous creature becomes very attractive to at least a woman or two. Hell
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there’s women who have even written books and become famous just for
being groupies (and yes they were rock groupies). As advanced as we may
become as a civilization we all still have base animalistic, primitive instincts.
I’m not just talking about sex here. I’m talking about the way a certain beat
or rhythm just feels right to a person gets their adrenal glands going, their
energy building and their heart pumping. It’s quite literally an internal yet
very natural, chemical and emotional high. Of course that leads to sex on
many occasions. How can it not?
Here’s another interesting fact that brings a little bit more science to the sex
and rock and roll equation. As most musicians already know, when a person
tunes their guitar they always start with the “A” string and to a vibration of
440. That is the universal starting point for tuning. Why? I mean I’ve always
wondered why 440 as opposed to some other number? You know what
else has 440 vibrations per minute? The human heart. Co-incidence? That’s
a pretty big co-incidence. This brings up another interesting point. When a
person goes to see a show or a concert of one of their favorite bands, they
are more likely to meet someone they like there simply because the people
that are there are quite literally on their same or similar frequency as them.
They are reacting to, enjoying and responding to not just the same kind of
music but to the very same pieces of music. Different kinds of music attracts
different kinds of people. Why does one person love a band and another
person not like that same band but absolutely worships a different one?
Who knows? That’s like asking why some people like chocolate ice cream
while others prefer vanilla. We like what we like and we can’t help it.
There are contributing factors however like childhood, background, family
dynamics, ethnicity, culture, age, gender etc and so on. Those things help
mold a persons psyche and therefore cause them to react a certain way
to a type of rhythm, melody, music or band stronger than another. Maybe
the lyrics of a band have a person relating in some way to their music.
Maybe it’s just the beat or rhythm of their music. Perhaps it’s the look of a

SEX & ROCKnROLL
band or their style that triggers the connection.
Maybe it’s all of the above. The bottom line is
that a person who is into the same type of music
and/or the same bands is going to have more
in common with another person attracted to
those same things. Most of the time however
a fan wants to go straight to the source. For
example if a woman is watching a show and
she is getting hyped up from the music and
really rockin’ out and just plain ‘feeling it’ then
just imagine what that same musician could
make her feel like physically. That’s usually
how the mystique of the “rock star” affects and
infects many a female fan. Let’s not forget Elvis
Presley’s pelvic gyrations and the thousands
of screaming women who felt it like they had
never felt anything before. He was absolutely
gorgeous, amazingly talented and just so in your
face with his sexuality on the stage along with a
certain air of mystique around him. I mean wow.
Talk about having all of the magic ingredients.
He literally brought sex onto the stage. He
thrilled the young while horrifying their parents.
That rebelliousness seems to go hand in hand
with Rock n’ Roll and I honestly don’t know that
it could exist without it.
As far as that “mystique” I mentioned earlier
, it can be attributed to a few things, some of
which we have already covered and some we
have not. We have discussed the attraction to
the rebelliousness, style, sexual appeal, and
adrenaline high attained by listening to the
music. Lets get into that last thing a bit more.
In speaking to a few girls who are known for
their rock star fucker ways, I asked them did it
not intimidate them to be getting sexual with
someone that they knew had been with so many
other people. I mean we are talking astronomical
numbers in most cases. Their responses were
all eerily similar. They all expressed how it was
even more of a draw for them because they got
to be a part of something “magic”. They got
to personally taste it and experience a piece of
something that has such an effect on so many
that it made them feel powerful in some way
as well. I think that really kind of summed it all
up in a nutshell. I mean hell, if the stories are
true then Mick Jagger was actually getting head
while recording some of his vocals on the “Exile
on Main Street” album.
Talk about a piece of the magic. As a matter of
fact most of that particular Rolling Stones album
was recorded either at Mick Jagger’s house in
England or Keith Richards house in France. Keith
Richards is known for his insane partying with
drugs and alcohol. Well according to his own
book, he was so strung out on heroin at that time
that they couldn’t get him into a studio so they
literally invented a way for the recording gear to
be mobile so they could record in the basement
of Keith’s house. They parked the van outside
with their mobile recording equipment and ran
the cables and chords into the house. Yes by
the way this was the actual invention of the
mobile recording studio. Many a musician need
to thank the Rolling Stones for that one. Well
being that we are talking about Keith Richards
here. Some days he would be there and some

days he wouldn’t. Some days he was conscious
and others not so much. There were people just
coming and going nonstop. You can actually
hear bottles being knocked over and people
in the background if you listen closely. Hey
a mobile recording studio doesn’t come with
soundproof rooms. Kudos to the Stones for their
originality on that one though.
Speaking of being original, what about the
open tuning of Jimmy Page’s guitar? So many
guitarists have tried to play Led Zeppelin songs
and even the greatest guitarists just can’t quite
figure out how to make it sound exactly like
Page did. That’s because most musicians tune
their guitars the standard way. Jimmy Page had
his own way of tuning his guitar so it literally
sounds different than any other guitar when
played and only he knows how he tuned it. He
would also change it for various songs. That kind
of originality along with talent carries a whole
different level of power and mystique with it.
The combination of such magical ingredients as
Jimmy Page, Robert Plant, John Paul Jones and
John Bonham made for one seriously explosive
weapon. They’ve actually been credited by
the way of inventing “cock rock”. With songs
containing lines like “way down inside. I wanna
give you every inch of my love. I wanna be your
back door man. Squeeze my lemon ‘til the juice
runs down my leg.” etc and so on, how can one
NOT equate Zeppelin with sex?
Most people have heard of Pamela des Barres
(most famous rock groupie) and Cynthia Plaster
Caster (known for making plaster casts of famous
rock cocks). They’ve both been very public and
open about their sexploits. Cynthia recalled an
occasion where she was giving Robert Plant head
while their tour manager Richard Cole urinated
on her. That’s actually NOTHING compared to
many other Zeppelin stories involving underage sex, bound groupies and even violence.
Supposedly Jimmy Page had a 14 year old girl
named Lori Maddox kidnapped (according to
her supposed recount of the story in Hammer)
by tour manager Richard Cole and brought to
the Riot House. She fell in love with Page almost
immediately. She also explained how she had
to be locked up (willingly) most of the time so
that no one would find out about their illegal
(statutory rape) relationship. Even with all of
that, the story about Led Zeppelin that made it
into Spin magazine’s “100 Sleaziest Moments
in Rock” list back in 2000 was a different one.
It involved members of the band, a shark, their
tour manager, and a groupie. She was bound
and naked and well the shark and lower orifices
of her body were involved. Wow is all I have to
say about that one. There are literally SO MANY
stories about Led Zeppelin but honestly there
are so many about countless other bands as
well. With Page being so drawn to the occult and
more specifically with famed English occultist
Aleister Crowley and the swirling stories and
madness surrounding Zeppelin , their security
and
even their management, they most
definitely maintained a new level of all powerful
and frightening mystique. This gave way to a
new class of rock stars, bands that seemed to

have that occult or dark arts connection.
Ozzy Osbourne, Marilyn Manson and countless
others have been linked to Satanism. That most
certainly adds an element of danger to them and
for many an onlooker it even heightens their sex
appeal. Both Ozzy Osbourne and Marilyn Mason
are no strangers to theatrics both on and off the
stage. Marilyn Manson being the more theatrical
of the two is associated with everything from
make up to special effects and even the addition
of breasts and freakishly theatrical costumes.
This is nothing new. It goes all the way back to
Mozart. In the rock world however it goes back
to Alice Cooper and David Bowie. The make up
and theatrics do at least. Let’s not forget “Kiss”,
although I wonder if Kiss would have existed
had Alice Cooper and David Bowie not paved
the way. Things like make up, theatrics and
outlandish costume all contribute to making a
“not so attractive” man much more appealing
and powerfully so, especially once he’s on stage.
That doesn’t mean that all performers that use
these tools are in need of it but lets face it a few
of them really do.
Not everyone has that raw appeal and talent
like Jimi Hendrix. Put a guitar in that mans
hand and he just oozed sex from his fingertips.
Janis Joplin could certainly attest to that if she
were alive today. I mean you really honestly can
find these kinds of stories across the musical
spectrum and with all different kinds of rock.
Take Def Leppard for example. Back in the days
of their Hysteria tour, at the height of their fame
and fortune, they were rumored to have had
their own ways of “playing” with the groupies.
It quite literally included performances on stage
while countless naked girls were underneath the
stage and lots of sex and partying was going on.
Girls would come to the shows and be begging
to get back stage. Certain ones would be given
back stage passes with hidden meanings. They
said things like “Dick Licker” so they weren’t
really all that hard to figure out. haha.
Rock has splintered off into so many different
kinds now. From Blues Rock to Rock n’ Roll ,
Punk Rock, Industrial, Metal, Speed Metal, Pop
etc and so on. In addition to the various types of
rock there are also just so many types of music,
and any musician is easily getting sex from
someone, somewhere. It’s been happening as
far back as Mozart and will be happening until
the end of time. The reality however is that you
don’t have to be as big as Mozart, the Beatles,
Elvis, Hendrix, Zeppelin, the Stones etc. to get
laid and have chicks throwing themselves at
you. Go to your local hole in the wall and see
the live acts there. Even the painfully shitty ones
at least have a chick or two lingering, throwing
vibe at them and hoping to get a piece of the
action. God Bless ‘em. Let this be a lesson to
guys everywhere. If you have no social skills, are
kind of homely or just plain ugly and really need
help with the girls, just learn how to play or sing
or both and you’re all good. Let the good times
roll.......and rock.
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HOW Often Do Married
Couples Have Sex?
The frequency of sex among married couples generally depends on age.One
University study looked at the sex lives of married people by age.
They found that:
Between 18-29, married people had sex 112 times a year, or a little over
twice a week
Between 30-39, they had sex 86 times a year, or about seven times a month
Between 50-59, they had sex 69 times a year, or a little under six times a
month
Sex appears to declines further as couples get older.
Although married tend to think that their swinging single friends have more
sex than them, studies have shown that married people actually have more
sex.. While married people 18-29 have sex over nine times a month, single
people average a little under six a month. It makes sense -- married people
have a potential sexual partner in bed with them every night. Singles often
sleep alone.

We Take Your Questions,
Consult Real Doctors and
Give You Their Answers
Once and For All, What is
“Normal” Penis Size?
This is a question that has plagued man kind since we first stepped out of
the cave. How does my junk measure up to the next guy.
Several studies have been conducted recently that state that the average
penis is about 5 inches when “stretched” out. That means that when you
stretch out your unit while it is limp. Oddly enough the size of a penis while
stretched out is roughly the same size as it is when erect. Of course the
tried and true method of measuring while fully erect gives a full size answer.
Just measure the top of your junk from the base of the penis shaft to the
tip. Other studies have found that 6 inches is the norm.
All these studies featured mixed races. Now while there were a great deal of
variation of size within races, there was very little difference between races.
So while there may be some perceived racial differences when it comes to
penis size, there is little proof of it.
So while the science suggests we are all close to the same size, men still
believe they are too small. In one study, researchers interviewed 92 men
who considered themselves poorly endowed. Not a single one actually
had a small penis. This insecurity has created a cottage industry of penis
enlargement pills, draconian devices and medical surgery that has left men
unhappy with the results.
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DOES PRE-EJACULATE
CONTAIN SPERM?
Editors Note: Pre-ejaculate does not start out with sperm, if you have
ejaculated prior to you “pre-ejaculating” then it can pick up sperm that did
not leave the urethra, and cause a possible pregnancy, but is not probable.
Now. Here’s the good news: If you pee BEFORE you pre-ejaculate, the
acid in the urine will destroy the “left-over” sperm cells from a previous
ejaculation. So while It can be probable, rarely is it actually possible.
I am quoting directly from a study indexed in the National Center
for Biotechnology Information website. This abstract is contained
in the National Library of Medicine. Originally the study was on HIV
in pre-ejaculate aka pre-cum, but the following was found as well:
The more significant finding, however, was that most pre ejaculate samples
did not contain any sperm and those that did had only small clumps of a
very small amount of sperm which seemed to be immobile. A larger study
is needed to verify these results. If these results are confirmed, they may
dispel the myth that pre ejaculate fluid contains sperm. An ongoing WHO/
USAID study shows that the pregnancy rate caused by men with 3 million
sperm/ml/ejaculation is very low; fertility clinics consider men with a sperm
count of no more than 5 million/ml to be infertile, particularly if is there is low
motility. The average ejaculation has about 100 million sperm/ml, but about
10 million sperm pass through the cervical mucus, about 1 million make it to
the top of the uterine tract, and just about 100,000 sperm reach the fallopian
tubes. Thus, only a couple of sperm, assuming motility, would reach the
fallopian tubes in the case of the pre ejaculate samples with some sperm,
which tended to be immobile (sperm levels only in the 1000s).
.
The views expressed by physicians in this section are entirely theirs
and do not necessarily reflect the views of the editorial staff of AZ Skin.
Please consult with a physician before taking any advice from this article.

YOUR SEXUAL HEALTH

Here are some tips to help you overcome your rejection sensitivity and
excel at the springtime mating ritual, whether your goal is to hook up for an
evening or a lifetime.

1. GET OVER IT:
I don’t care how many times you’ve been rejected, ignored, or hurt by
the opposite sex. Self-pity is the un-sexiest state imaginable, and if you’re
walking around feeling sorry for yourself or carrying a chip on your shoulder,
potential partners will sense it and continue to avoid you like the plague.

Spring

Fever
and Secrets to a
Successful Pickup

2. INCREASE YOUR ODDS:
The more people you ask, the better your chance of getting a “yes” response.
The odds of a perfect stranger approaching you for sex are about as good
as your chance of winning the lottery (unless you look like Johnny Depp or
Catherine Zeta-Jones). As a counselor, I often assign my shy clients the task
of asking potential partners for phone numbers and soliciting 10 rejections.
The catch? Only approach people who seem available (e.g., someone
hanging out alone at a single’s spot), demographically “appropriate” (don’t
ask a teen centerfold if you’re old enough to be her grandpa and resemble
the Elephant Man, unless you’re very rich) and you must act friendly and
polite (avoid crude cum-ons). Why seek rejections? To learn that your fears
are mostly unfounded and chances are you’ll get at least one yes before you
get ten negatives.

3. SHARE YOUR PASSION:
If you’re under the misconception that the only qualities that will get you laid
are youth, beauty, or money, think again. These attributes may help get you
a quick romp in the sack, but most people (who possess half a brain, that is)
are most passionately attracted to partners who are energetic, enthusiastic,
interesting, and positive. So be your (best) self and share your passion for
life to heighten your sexual irresistibility. After all, don’t we seek sex with a
specific person because we feel better in their presence?

Dr. May is a Clinical Sexologist and Personal Coach with a
private practice in Phoenix. For information,
phone 602-625-8538, or log on to www.intimacyinsights.com.
by Dr. Susan May
Sex is in the air. You can see it, smell it, taste it on the lips of anyone who’s
alive enough to notice. Skirts shorten, heads turn, and we celebrate that
delicious time of year when the weather’s still balmy enough to enjoy sitting
outside at your favorite café without having your crisp cotton shirt soaked
within seconds by sweat or those annoying misters.
It’s the time of year when fantasies of fresh sexual liaisons turn from
pleasant diversion to relentless obsession to an insatiable ache that
absolutely must be fulfilled before your vibrator batteries wear out or you
develop carpal tunnel syndrome from so much solo stimulation.
And while most of us can agree that there’s nothing more inspiring than the
springtime scent of fresh romance (or even just fresh “meet”), many of us
freeze in our tracks at the thought of planting seeds that could blossom into
a steamy sexual affair or even a fruitful one night stand.
After all, every sexual initiation carries the risk of rejection. And who likes to
be reminded of how they felt at that first school dance when they mustered
the guts to ask someone to dance and got turned down flat, or worse,
laughed at? It’s amazing how decades of life experience do little to heal the
first agonizing stab of young heartache. Or maybe your luck never changed,
and you still feel like the shy kid sitting on the sidelines, watching everyone
else score, and wondering how to do it.
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It’s the time of year when
fantasies of fresh sexual
liaisons turn from pleasant
diversion to relentless
obsession to an insatiable
ache that absolutely must
be fulfilled before your
vibrator batteries wear out
or you develop carpal tunnel
syndrome from so much
solo stimulation.

SWINGIN

Term:

:
Z
I
U
Q
POP

Fetishes

Fetishism is defined as sexual behavior in which an individual becomes sexually
aroused by focusing on an inanimate object or part of the human body. We all have such
tendencies in one form or another. Every fetish also has its own unique name. See how
up on fetishes you are by matching up the Definition below with the Term listed on the
right. You may be surprised just how many you can actually relate to.

Definition:
I am becoming sexually
aroused by...

A.
Asphyxiophilia
B.	Voyeurism
C.
Transvestism
D.
Mysophilia
E.
Zoophilia
F.
Pedophilia
G.
Masochism
H.
Somnophilia
I.
Narratophilia
J.
Necrophilia
K.
Klismaphilia
L.
Sadism
M.
Coprophilia
N.
Pictophilia
O.
Frotteurism
P.	Exhibitionism
Q.
Apotemnophilia
R.	Urophilia
S.
Acrotomophilia
T.
Gerontophilia

_____ 1. ...listening to erotic stories.
_____ 2. ...viewing pornographic images.
_____ 3. ...exposing one’s genitals to an involuntary observer.
_____ 4. ...putting on the clothes of the opposite sex.
_____ 5. ...sexual contact with animals.
_____ 6. ...innocuous physical contact with a stranger in a public place, such as an elevator, bus or subway.
_____ 7. ...fantasizing about or actually watching or fondling a sleeping stranger.
_____ 8. ...covertly watching others while they undress or engage in sexual activity.
_____ 9. ...sexual contact with young children.
_____ 10. ...sexual conduct with a much older person.
_____ 11. ...receiving enemas.
_____ 12. ...experiencing pain or being humiliated.
_____ 13. ...inflicting pain or humiliation on another.
_____ 14 . ...partial choking by hanging or strangulation.
_____ 15. ...something soiled or filthy, such as underwear or used menstrual pads.
_____ 16. ...watching someone defecate or by defecating on someone.
_____ 17. ...watching someone urinate or by urinating on someone.
_____ 18. ...the fantasy or reality of being an amputee.
_____ 19. ...a partner who is an amputee.
_____ 20. ...viewing or having intercourse with a corpse.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

I
N
P
C
E

6. O
7. H
8. B
9. F
10. T

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

K
G
L
A
D

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

M
R
Q
S
J

Answers
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Party Pix

Be Sure to Check Out Our Interactive e-Magazine for More Event Photos and Video

A Night of FUN

Le Girls Cabaret

Hanging Out at

Sugar 44
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5151 E. WASHINGTON • 602.244.8000

4420 E. THOMAS RD • 602.840.5143

Party Pix

Be Sure to Check Out Our Interactive e-Magazine for More Event Photos and Video

Visiting the Girls

Dream Palace

Drinks with Friends

The Great Alaskan Bush Co.

815 N Scottsdale Rd. • 480.921.8870

2980 Grand Ave. • 602.254.BUSH
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TOPLESS
CLUBS
Babes
2011 N. Scottsdale
480-947-9909
Baby Dolls
3522 NW Grand Ave
602-336-9777
Bandaids
2548 N. 7th Street
602-254-0811
Bliss
1926 W. Deer Valley Rd.
623-780-8502
Bourbon Street Circus
2901 E. Thomas Rd.
6602-956-9650
Bush Company
2980 Grand Ave.
602-254-2874
The Candy Store
18613 N. Cave Creek
602-569-0084

GETTING
OUT
ADULT DIRECTORY
TOPLESS CLUBS • NUDE CLUBS
LINGERIE SHOPS • ONE ON ONE
SOCIAL CLUBS • TATTOO SHOPS
AND MUCH MORE

Centerfolds Cabaret
2031 W. Peoria
602-678-4664
Cheetahs
4125 N. 7th Street
602-265-8487(TITS)
Chi Chi’s
4516 N. 19th Ave.
602-973-1280
Christie’s Cabaret
44 N. 32nd Street
602-275-3095
Christie’s Cabaret
1675W. Baseline Rd.
480-456-1015
Coyote Cabaret
13724 W. Glendale
623-935-7335
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Pink Cabaret
6789 W. Northern
623-937-PINK
Skin
1137 N. Scottsdale
480-425- SKIN
Sonnys
19011 S. Arizona Ave
480-963-6632
Sugar 44
4420 E. Thomas Rd.
602-840-5143
The Sweet Spot
3613 E. Van Buren
602-306-1000
Teasers
3308 Grande Ave
602-265-3011
T&A Cabaret
3420 S. Central Ave
602-268-9145
Wild Catz
3155 E. McDowell Rd
602-275-2188
Xecutive Showclub
3845 E. University Dr.
602-414-4600
Xplicit
11701 W. Glendale Ave.
623-872-1365

NUDE CLUBS
Bush Company
2980 Grand Ave.
602-254-2874
Centerfolds Cabaret
2031 W. Peoria
602-678-4664
Divas
3614 W. McDowell
602-272-3888

Desert Flame
11145 E. Apache Trail
480-984-1400

Dream Palace
815 N. Scottsdale Rd.
480-921-8870

HiLiter
4716 N. 12th Street
602-234-0128

Eve’s Tease
3737 W. Indian School
602-272-4401

Jaguars Gold Club
1902 N. Black Canyon
602-352-0240

Friction Cabaret
1702 E. McDowell Rd.
602-256-2424

Pantera
4139 W. Indian School
602-278-5555

Le Girls
5151 E. Washington
602-244-8000

ADULT
LINGERIE
& SMOKE
SHOPS
7th Heaven Bodywear
9812 N. 7th Street
602-906-0777
7th Heaven Bodywear
2404 N. Scottsdale Rd.
Adam & Eve
222 W. Southern Ave
480-557-0253
Ana’s Creations
2229 E. McDowell
602-486-7119
Body Envy
6750 W. Peoria # 105
623-878-6322
Castle Megastore
5501 E. Washington
602-231-9837
Castle Megastore
300 E. Camelback Rd.
602-266-3348
Castle Megastore
8802 N. Black Canyon
602-995-1641
Castle Megastore
8315 E. Apache Trail
480-986-6114
Castle Megastore
21815 N. 26th Ave
623-434-1390
Castle Megsatore
222 N. 44th Street
602-286-9488
Cupid’s Toybox
4019 N. 32nd Street
602-957-2535
Fascinations
16428 N. 32nd Street
602-482-3633
Fascinations
411 S. Mill Ave.
480-237-0167
Fascinations
838 W. Elliot Street
480-222-0040
Dreamgirls Boutique
4747 E. Thomas Rd
602-954-8544
Lingerie Superstore
400 West Indian School
Lingerie Superstore
4715 South Rural

Secrets
5021 W. Indian School
623-245-3008

Triangles
2013 N. Scottsdale
480-947-6562

Sensations
11529 W. Bell Rd.
623-977-4170

ONE ON ONE,
PRIVATE, BIKINI,
AND
LINGERIE
MODELING

Smokin' Lingerie
& Smoke Shop
1450 N. Scottsdale
480-941-5234
The Adult Shoppe
111 S. 24th St.
602-306-1130
The Adult Shoppe
2345 W. Holly St.
602-253-7126
The Book Cellar
1838 NW Grand Ave.
602-252-6446

Laceys
2828 W. Weldon Ave
602-248-4900
The VIP Room
2010 W. Ironwood
602-943-8471

SOCIAL CLUBS
Discretions
3304 N. 27th Ave.
602-528-3878

The Book Cellar
6537 N. 59th Ave.
623-939-3411

TATTOOS &
PIERCING

The Book Cellar
4029 E. Washington
602-275-0015

Blue Dragon
5008 W. Northern Ave. Ste#5
623-939-8244

Trails
5925 W. Olive
623-939-8634

Club Tattoo
825 South Rural Road
480-774-2582

Trails
1423 S. Country Club
480-649-0908

Club Tattoo
1212 East Apache Boulevard
480-902-0943

Trails
3131 E. Bell Rd.
602-482-1711

Club Tattoo
1423 South Country Club Drive
480-464-2582

Trails
3501 W. Bethany Home
602-249-2095

Creative Skin
4935 W. Glendale Ave. Ste.#2
creativeskintattoo.com

Trails
2501 E. Indian School
602-957-4587

HTC of Phoenix
12416 N 28th Dr Ste 20
602-942-8810

Trails
24 W. 5th Street
480-968-6970

HTC Uptown
4634 N. 7th Ave.
602-266-0088

Trails
1029 N. Alma School
480-786-0234

HTC of Tempe
808 S Ash
480-784-4460

Trails
300 W. Camelback
602-265-6653

Nic Your Skin
Tattoo & Piercing
5112 W. Peoria Ave.

Trails
1612 W. Bell Rd.
602-938-0045

Slow n Low Tattoo Co.
220 E. Southern Suite #3
602-276-6662.

Trails
1802 W. Bethany Home
602-249-5453

Timeless Art Tattoo
6612 West Olive Avenue
623-939-0969

HOROSCOPE

Happy Birthday

Aries
March 21 - April 20

Romance flows freely in your life this month.
You can be completely surprised this month.
People could come forward with flowers for you
that you aren’t expecting. People you have never
considered romantically before could pursue
with vigor and visa versa. During the last half
of the month you shift to matters regarding
your employment and health. There could be
advancements on the job or you could take
major steps to improve you health at that time.
On the last day of the month, a matter regarding
where you live could and should be finalized.
Clear and sound thinking make whatever is
occurring to come together in a very solid and
beneficial way.

Taurus

April 21 - May 21
The home front is looking so right this month.
Any improvements you have made or are
working on pay big dividends during the first
half of this month. If there are things that you
would like to change regarding you abode, this
would be the right time to undertake that effort. The
results will be very satisfying. The last half of the
month has you focused on your romantic life. There
will be many opportunities at this time with people
you would not normally find yourself attracted to.
Still, take the risk and experience something new
and different. You could receive a very meaningful
romantic communication on the last day of the
month. It will be safe to take it face value and trust it.

Gemini

May 22 - June 21
This will be an interesting month for you as the
emphasis is on communication. There could be a
flurry of information coming your way. The problem
is Mercury is retrograde for the month. You may have
to triple- check that information before releasing it to
others. The last two weeks of the month will find
you drawn to your home. Something there calls to
you and the backyard barbeque looks so inviting.
A home improvement project could find its wheels
during this period with surprising results. On the last
day of the month, there could be something of a very
solid agreement reached that could effect you for
sometime to come.

Cancer

June 22 - July 22
Your money is highlighted this month. It’s all good
news, though. You may be feeling the effects of a
budget put into place months ago, thus resulting
is a surplus of funds. Also, changes that you could
have made at the personal level bear meaningful fruit
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It’s in the
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during this two-week period of April. After the middle
of the month, communication picks up in your life.
Be mindful that Mercury in retrograde could effect
the flow and content of that communication. Try
not to take anything at face value, but check out it’s
validity before you accept it. On the last day of the
month you could receive a very meaningful insight
about yourself. This something could be of a very
solid nature. What a nice gift from the heavens.

Leo

July 23 - August 23
You’re bubbling with energy this month with the Sun
and Mars in your 1st house of self. The energy last for
three weeks and it’s a good time to get out there and
do the projects you’ve been thinking about. During
the month, there could be confusing signals and
signs coming from your Committed Other. Postpone
taking action on joint money matters until after the
11th. Good luck could come your way during the
last half of the month in areas regarding resources
and cash. Long forgotten loans and favors could
suddenly be repaid to your surprise and pleasure.

Virgo

August 24 - September 23
Normally, this is your month for taking it easy, but
April finds you dealing with a behind the scenes well
spring of energy that must be dealt with or there
could be consequences to your health that would be
hard to diagnose. Seek ways to alleviate the pressure.
Also try to avoid overindulging in food or drink during
the last half the month. Friends could provide you
with some solid moneymaking opportunities this
month. Be patient and hear them out. You could reap
some handsome profits and do it quickly. On the last
a day of the month, you could make a new a long
lasting friend. There is also the possibility of receiving
a gift that could last you a lifetime. How nice for you.

Libra

September 24 - October 23
Activities with friends sweep you through this April
with fun at every turn. Short trips during the first two
weeks could find you in lovely surroundings. If you
must travel, make sure you triple check everything

before you leave with Mercury retrograde all month. The last half of April
could provide you with some surprises on the job and regarding your career.
Some will be very visible and some will come from behind the scenes. Career
changes made on the last day of the month will be the most beneficial and
long lasting.

Scorpio

October 24 - November 23
The career sector is jumping with activity and excitement this month. You
may be thrust into the limelight over your accomplishments. There could be
major advancements and pay increases from ideas and hard work you have
put forth. Traveling for business or transactions at a great distance work best
on the 17th. Double-check all the figures before agreeing to anything though.
If you must travel this month, wait until the last day when aspects favor a
journey filled with peace, smooth sailing and quiet joy. Traveling with friends
is also favored. There could be some surprises from them along the way.

Sagittarius

November 23 - December 21
Now is a good time to consider increasing your knowledge at the higher
education level. Perhaps embarking on a new path of enlightenment or just a
reading really thick book. Travel is favored as well, but with Mercury retrograde
it’s advisable to triple-check you plans, schedules, and itinerary for mishaps
that could catch you by surprise. During the last half of the month your career
sector gets a big boost with Jupiter, Mars and the Sun all crowded into this
house. Sudden acclaim could come your way, shining the spotlight on you. The
benefits of this will be most felt on the last day of April.

Capricorn

December 23 - January 20
Joint money, taxes and insurance will hold your attention for the first two
weeks of the month. Good news could be coming your way, just when you
needed it the most. Careful planning may be required to stretch funds after
the 21st, at a time when you feel the pull of the open road and the need to
get away from it all. If traveling is on the agenda, remember to triple-check
everything like schedules, planes tickets and reservations. The last half of the
month finds you in pleasant company and focusing on your committed other.
Solid ground may be gained with this person if you remember to listen closely
to what they are saying.

Aquarius

January 21 - February 19
Personal committed relationships dominate your life for the first three weeks
of April. Renewed romance and enthusiasm could find its way back into this
area. If you’re not in a committed relationship look for happiness to come
through your business partners. Remember to acknowledge them for all they
do in your behalf. It will pave the way for the remainder of April. During the last
half of the month your focus shifts to shared resources. A quick accounting of
the joint checking account could find you with a surplus of cash you did not
expect to find. A quick, spontaneous trip may be in the offing. Be mindful that
Mercury is still retrograde until the end of the month and could move to foul
your fun.

Pisces

February 20 - March 20
Your job scene is hopping with action and fun this month. You could get a
raise or a promotion, or both. Your health should be in tip-top shape so get
out of the house and move around. This would be an excellent time to start a
new diet or exercise plan. During the last half of the month your focus shifts
to partnerships and serious relationships. They are blessed with some great
aspects. If you’re planning on popping the question, wait until the last day of
the month to do so. At that time the planets line up to really cement anything
started on that day.

JOKES

MAKE ME LAUGH

NOW for the QUESTION & ANSWER PORTION
STUPID & DIRTY Question and Answer Jokes
Q: What’s the difference between oral sex
and anal sex?
A: Oral sex makes your day; anal sex makes
your hole weak.

Q: What’s the difference between your wife
and your job?
A: After five years your job will still suck.

Q: What can a jelly bean do that a man can’t
do?
A: Come in 7 different flavors.

Q: What do a gynecologist and a pizza
delivery boy have in
common?
A: They can both smell it but can’t eat it.

Q: Why do women pay more attention
to their appearance than improving their
minds?
A: Because most men are stupid, but few
are blind.

Q: Did you hear the post office is putting out
a new stamp to comemmorate prostitutes?
A: For 50 cents you can buy it...and for
another 75 cents you can lick it.

Q: How is a woman like a condom?
A: Both spend more time in your wallet than
on your dick.

Q: How can you spot the blind guy at the
nudist colony?
A: It’s not hard.

Q: What is the similarity between a woman
and KFC?
A: By the time you’ve finished with the
breasts and thighs, all you have left is a
greasy box to put your bone in.

Q: Who is the most popular guy at the
nudist colony?
A: The guy who can carry a cup of coffee in
each hand and a
dozen donuts.

Q: How are tornadoes and marriage alike?
A: They both begin with a lot of sucking and
blowing and in the end you lose your house.

Q: Who is the most popular girl at the
nudist colony?
A: She is the one who can eat the last
donut!

Q:
A:
Q:
A:

Q: What’s the difference between a pick
pocket and a peeping Tom?
A: A pick pocket snatches watches.

Q: When did Pinnocchio finally realize that
he was made of wood?
A: When his hand caught fire.

Q: What do a dildo and soybeans have in
common?
A: They’re both used as a meat substitute.

Q: Why is there no Pilsbury Dough Girl?
A: She died of a yeast infection.

Q: How do you circumcise a hillbilly?
A: Kick his sister in the jaw.
Q: What’s the difference between love, true
love and showing off?
A: Spitting, swallowing and gargling.
Q: How can you tell if your wife is dead?
A: The sex is the same but the dishes pile
up.
Q: What do you call a prostitute with a
runny nose?
A: Full.
Q: How do you make five pounds of fat look
good?
A: Put a nipple on it.
Q: What should you do if you girlfriend
starts smoking?
A: Slow down and use a lubricant.
Q: What do you call a blonde that can suck
a golf ball through a garden hose ?
A: Darling

Q: What do you call a woman with no
asshole?
A: Divorced.
Q: How many MPH can you go on sex?
A: 68. When you hit 69 you have to turn
around.
Q: What did the leper say to the prostitute?
A: Keep the tip.
Why did the elephant paint his balls red?
So he could hide in the cherry tree.
How did Tarzan die?
Picking cherries.

Q: What do old women have between their
breasts that young women don’t?
A: A bellybutton!

Q: What did the elephant say to the naked
man?
A: How do you pick up stuff with that little
thing?

Q: Why do the men in Scotland wear kilts?
A: Because the sheep can hear a zipper a
mile away.

Q: Did you hear about the dumb blonde
who snorted nutra sweet?
A: She thought it was diet coke.

Q: What do you get when you cross a
donkey with an onion?
A: A piece of ass that brings tears to your
eyes.
Q: Did you hear about the new cereal called
Prostituties?
A: It doesn’t snap, crackle or pop...it just lies
there and bangs.
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Funny?

PROVE IT
!
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Escort&S ervices
escorts • 1on1 • massage • personal • in-call • out-call

NEW SECTION JUST
FOR ADULT SERVICES!

These are just a sample of the style
of advertising in our NEW Escort &
Services section. Contact our Account
Representatives for Special Pricing.

the Back Page

READY FOR YOU!!!!!
25, Slender, Fit and Very Open Minded
I will come to You! Easy, Fast & Reliable
Available 24/7. Call now for flat rates
(602)926-0663
To Bailey
Thanks for the Table Dance Last Month! -John
CALL ME NOW!
Single white female looking to SATISFY YOUR
EVERY NEED. Call me now and I will come to you!
In-Call or Out-Call (602)926-0663
Jose
Feliz Cumpleanos mi vida, Te Amo, .
BEST BACHELOR PARTY EVER!!!!!!!
I want to thank all the crew over at Centerfolds for
showing my buddy and all of us a real good time.
YOUR AD HERE
Contact Us to see how you can get on these
pages, and see your business name on the pages
of AZ Skin.
From Heather to Bob
You left the party so fast I forgot to get your
contact information. Please come back to the club
and see me.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY SUE!
We Love You Hunny! Loves & Kisses. Your Girls.
IF YOU ARE READING THIS, SO IS EVERYONE
ELSE. ADVERTISE WITH US AND BE SEEN.
Contact a AZ Skin Account Representative today to
get your business on the pages of AZ SKIN!

COMING
NEXT MONTH

Great Places for
Hot Sexy Fun
How to Break into the
Business in AZ

The Arizona
Lakes

Where to take Your Boat or
Jet Skis for Fun in the Sun

Cooling Off!

A Review of the Local Club/
Pool Party Scene

Swimsuit Advice
for the Real
World
Friends Don’t Let Friends
Go Out Lookin Stupid
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